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Administrator Says
Some Areas Of Hospital
Ready For Occupancy
The new wing at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital and the
Medical Arts Buildingadjacent to the
hospital should be ready for occupancy
between Sept. 15 and Oct. 1, hospital
administrator Stuart Poston told the
board of commissioners last night.
Poston said a portion of the south
(administrative) wing has already
been ocettppied and that construction
on the three story, northeast wing, is
progressing satisfactorily.
"The 35-bed acute (third) floor is
being finished up with ceilings and
floors," Poston said. He said the second
floor is about two to three weeks behind
the third but that the building should be
substantially completed by Sept. 1.
Poston reported that the exterior of
the Medical Arts Building should be
completed within two weeks but that
interior work was moving slow because
of delays in shipments of materials.
Even with the delays, however, he
predicted the medical office building
would be occuppied by mid to late
September.
The board was also advised that the
culverting of a creek along the south
side of the hospital property is un-
derway and should be completed within
about five weeks. The creek is being
enclosed so that the area may be filled
to allow the construction of additional
parking on the hospital grounds. Poston
said that the additional parking area
will double the spaces to a total 525.
The board also discussed the
recruiting of a full-time physician for
the emergency. One doctor, reportedly
interested in the position, is expected to
visit the hospital next week, Poston
said.
The board approved the hospital's
entering into an agreement with Paul
Scott and Associates for the recruiting
of an anesthesiologist for the staff.
Scott will, under the contract, recruit
the anesthesiologist and help the
anesthesiologist set up his or her
practice.
In other business, the board:
-approved the purchase of a pickup
truck from Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
who, submitted the low bid. Other
biciders were Parker Ford and Jim
Fain Motors;
-accepted the low bid by Murray
Insurance Agency on group life in-
surance for hospital employees;
-was advised by medical staff chief
Dr. Donald Hughes that the medical
staff is working on correcting any
deficiences found by the joint com-
mission on accreditation. Dr. Hughes
also reported that the staff's drug abuse
committee is functioning and reported
positive results so far;
-approved applications for staff
privileges for Dr. Gordon Vire in family
practice and Dr. Michael Ridley, an .
oral surgeon;
-approved a donation of 8250 to
TIKI-MAST, the Army-supported
helicopter medical evacuation unit that
serves area hospitals.
Tentative Contract Is Reached
Between Union, Postal Service
WASHINGTON (AP) - The nation
was spared the snarl of a mail strike
today as marathon bargaining
produced a tentative new three-year
contract for postal workers.
The pact gives 500,000 U.S. Postal
Service employees a 19.5 percent pay
increase while insuring, officials say,
that the next mail rate hike won't come
for 2 to 3 years.
Postmaster General William F.
Bolger called the settlement "very
fair" and said it "fits in very well" with-
President Carter's anti-inflation wage
guidelines.
Emmet Andrews, president of the
largest of four unions, caled the set-
tlement "the best we can get."
James La Penta of the mail handlers
union called the wage settlment a
"respectable" package that is "pretty
risponsible. We didn't go crazy."
The accord continues job security
and cost-of-living allowance protections
- the only two demands over which
union leaders had said their rankand-
flle would be willing to call an illegal
strike.
Andrews, president of the American
Postal Workers Union, estimated the
pay increase, including cost-of-living
projections, would yield $1,609 more in
wages over the next three years.
The unions had sought a raise or
$1,965 over two years in the $15,877
average postal worker's salary.
The Carter administration had made
the talks a key test of its anti-inflation
program, which attempts to moderate
the large wage gains won by unions in
recent years. .
"I think its a little bit over Mr.
Carter's progradi," Andrews said.
Carter has called for a 5.5 percent
ceiling on federal wage increases.
Subtracting the cost-of-living
provisions, the new pact provides a 2
percent general wage increase in the
first year, 3 percent in the second and 5
percent in the final year, Andrews said.
He said he would not try to influence
ttai union membership in the voting,
wbch begins around Aug. 1. "I'm
leaving it up to them. The members are
the ones that have to live with it."
Bolger_said the agreement "fits in
with theldand I have, the goals I have
for the Postal Service to retain its rates
for the next 2% to 3 years."
He said the no-layoff clause wou'-'l not
immediately hamper Postal F /ice
efforts to trim its work force to hold
down labor cost, but he said it might
hinder the effort as new technology
becomes available.
managetnesjshad said the provision
was preventing it from cutting its work





WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Carter's off-again, onagain feud with
the Soviet Union is off again.
"I have not embarked on a vendetta
against- the Soviet Union," the
president declared Thursday night at
the first prime-time nationally broad-
cast news conference of his 18-month-
old administration.
Carter, whose spokesman announced
only one day earlier that he was im-
posing trade reprisals against the
Russians, reported that "we would like
even to enhance trade with the Soviet
Union."
The president, in his 35th news
conference, also apparently stepped
away from an earlier threat to veto a
proposal to cut back the capital gains
tax, saying that he will wait until such a
measure reaches his 'desk before
deciding about a veto.
He said the proposals -. to reduce the
maximum 49 percent levy on profits
from sales of such assets as stocks and
real estate to 25 percent or 35 percent -
would violate some principles of his tax
revision plan.
Carter said the worrisome rate of
inflation -- now running at an annual
• pace of 10 percent ---. should 'lop ar
-this 4*AL-end _that....bis
Inflation program is building momen-
tum.
"Someone has got to control it," he
said. "I'm doing all I can."
Carter said he disagreed- with the
Jitatement by tJ.N Atribalsa dot
Andrew Young that there are "hun-
dreds, perhaps thousands" of political
prisoners in the ppited States and de-
clared- "I know Andy regrets having
made that statement, which was em-
barrassing to me. I don't believe he will
do it again." Carter reprimanded the
envoy on Saturday for the statement.
The president's comments on the
Soviet Union were the latest in a series
he has made to define the U.S.-Soviet
relationship.
He said that he had no more plans to
cut off trade with Moscow, after his
administration's announcement
Wednesday that it would not allow
Tess, the Soviet news agency, to pur-
chase a Sperry Univac computer.
Carter said the equipment far exceeded
Tass' stated needs for use during.thi—
See CARTE*,
Page 14, Column 5
rate increases. Negotiators for the
postal workers, mail handlers and
letter carriers unions called the 25-word
phrase crucial for the future job
security of their workers.
La Penta called the contract
"historic document because the unions
have had to show that employers
cannot take away iterti§ won in previous
contracts."
Andrews said the negotiators became
stalled Over the final wage package at
2:30 sin: EDT today. They asked for
Bolger to enter the talks, which he did.
The settlement came less than two
hours later.
"You've just seen the definition of all-
night bargaining," Andrews added.
A settlement seemed more probable
at midday Thursday after agreement
was reached on the no-layoff and cost-
of-living issues.
In return, the unions agreed to the
three-year pact management had
wanted, rather than the two-year





















Hazy hot and humid with
widely scattered mainly after-
noon and evening showers and
thunderstorms this afternoon
through Saturday. High § both
today and Saturday in the mid
90s. Lows tonight in the mid
70s.
THE RECITATION BENCH-Jesse Stuart, played by Frank Gilliam, standing, attempts to teach the first grade
student of his one wont rural school in a scene from "The Thread That Runs So True," a play adapted from
Stuart's famous autobiography about his early days teaching in Eastern Kentucky. The play is currently running
nightly at the Murray-Calloway County Park Other characters pictured are Guy Hawkins, the bully, played by Jim
Reeves, Jenny Jarvis, played by Laurie Jones and Grandma Binion, played by Onieda Boyd. The play ends Saturday
of this week and will run Thursday, Friday and Saturday, July 27,28 and 29 next week_
Economy Continues Growth,
But So Does Inflation Rate
WASHINGTON (AP) - The nation's
economy grew by the largest amount in
more than two years-during the spring,
but inflation during the second quarter
of this year was the worst in three
years, the Commerce Department said
today.
The department said consumers in
the spring made the purchases they
postponed during the severe winter:.
The inflation rate during the second
quarter was 10 percent, the worst
perrformance since a 10.7 percent
Inflation rate in the first quarter of 1975.
The combined output of goods and
services - the Gross National Product
- grew at an annual rate of 7.4 percent
in the second quarter after adjustment
for inflation, the department said. The
annual rate averages the figures over
an entire year.
The spring economic growth was not
, as strong as the 8 percent to 9 percent
gain some economists were expecting.
However, it was the biggest quarter
since winter 1976, when the economy
grew by 9.3 percent near the end of the
recession.
Many economists say a slower
growth rate will be needed for the rest
of the year if inflation is to be brought
under control. The government is
forecasting a growth rate for the entire
year of about 4 percent, just enough to
Clarence Lefler Is Named
MSU Physical Mani Head
Clarence P. Lefler, formerly director
of the physical plant and coordinator of
special projects at the University of
Tennessee, has assumed his new duties
as director of the physical plant at
Murray State University.




20 years of physical
plant experience on
three other cam-




University, Bronx, N.Y., and eight
years at Ohio University, Athens.
He succeeds Orrin Bickel, who has
retired.
Lefler, 53, earned the B.S. degree in
electrical engineering at the University
of Nebraska in Lincoln and completed
the coursework for a master's degree at
the University of Nebraska in Omaha.
A native of Lincoln, Neb., Lefler is
well known among physical plant ad-
ministrators. He has served as
president of the Central States Regional
Association of Physical Plant Ad-
ministrators and as a member of
the nominating committee of the
National Association of Physical Plant
Administrators.
He had participated in a number of
workshops dealing with physical plant
management and maintenance and has
written several articles for publication.
His experience, in addition to campus
physical plant administration, includes
work as a civil engineer and an
irrigation design engineer with the Soil
Conservation Service and as a main-
tenance engineer in private industry.
Lefler has also served in both the Air
Force and Navy.
He is a pilot who flies his own air-
plane.
Lefler and his wife, the former Lois
Carlson, also of Lincoln, Neb., have two
married sons and three married
daughters and a daughter. Amy, 5.
They have also been foster parents for
58 children, most of them adoptable
babies, in the past 10 years.
keep people with enough jobs to prevent
the economy from faltering.
The report showed that final sale., to
businesses and consumers increased at
an annual rate of 7.2 percent, one of the
largest increases on record. Sales had
fallen off 1.6 percent in the first quarter
as winter storms kept people home
from stores and their jobs.
The figures are adjusted to account
for seasonal variations, but the winter
was a bigger drag on business than
usual.
The 7.4 percent increase in the second
quarter followed a decline of 0.1 percent
in the first quarter and a 3.2 percent
increase in the fourth quarter of last
year.
In the entire first half, the nation's
output grew at a rate of 3.5 percent,
smaller than the 4.5 percent in the
second half of last year, the department
said.
The department said the coal strike
and the severe weather depressed
output in the first quarter of 1978.
"In the second quarter* a rebound
added to output," the department said.
"If the effects of the coal strike and
severe weather are set aside, the in-
crease in real GNP would have been
about 3 percent in each quarter," the
department said.
The combined output of goods and
services surpassed an annual rate of $2
trillion for the first time. The total gross
national product was $2.769 trillion.
Barry Bosworth, President Carter's
director of the Council on Wage and
Price Stability, said Thursday that
overall productivity is slipping badly.
He said the average annual increase
of about 3 percent in the 1950s and 1960s
may have fallen to about 1.5 percent in
recent years. Although factory output is
up, increased employment offsets that
number when figuring total per-worker
output. _
To prevent inflation trom worsening,
the government is trying to keep the
economy !Rim growing too rapidly for
.the rest of the year.
Bequest To UniversityAdds To Fats Everett Scholarship
A bequest of $10,000 from the estate of
Lelia Everett of Union City, Tenn., was
presented to Murray State University
today to be added to the scholarship
fund in memory of her son, the late U.
S. Rep. Robert A. "Fats" Everett of
Union City.
The gift by Mrs. Everett, who died
June 8, 1977, put the fund for the Robert
A. "Fats" Everett Memorial
Scholarship over the goal of $25,000.
Witfi her bequest, the total in the
schnlArship fund .L pniat 43.1,2154 71 _
Everett, who served the Eighth
Congressional District of Tennessee for
11 years before his death on Jan 26,
1969 at the age 53, was a 1936 graduate
of Murray State, He Was klIown as one
'et thE loyal otahmnditt his support of
the school.
Making the presentation of the check
was Mayor Ed Stone of Union City, a
nephew of Mrs'. Everett and first cousin
of Everett who served as executor of
the estate He was accompanied by
Randall Burcham, a Union City at-
torney and close friend at the Everett
family.
They presented the check to Mandl
Vinson, director of alumni affairs, and
Dr. Marshall Gordon, vice-president
for university services following a short
ceremony in which several people
made comments about Everett and his
mother.
Also on hand for the presentation
were: Dr. Harry M. Sparks. fpreskiient
emeritus of Murray State; Barkley
issss a Fulto0.. isha.aws-presidoint of
the Alumni Association at the time the
scholarship fund drive was initiated in
1969; Bill Caldwell of Paris, Tenn
chairman of thefund drive; and Dr. 1,-
J. Hortin of , Murray. _
Caldwell called it "a happy " day
because we have accomplished what
we set out to do when we began the
scholarship drive more than nine years
ago." Ile said the perpetual scholarship
"commemorates a wonderful family "
Vinson remembered Everett AS a but
man - 6-4 in height and a weight that
reached as much as 350 pounds - who
gave "both his heart and his hand to
Murray State." He described Mrs
Everett as "a lovely lady who had great
affection for Murray State and a great
interest in having her son attend the
school."
Shortly after Everett's death, a
"Fats" Everett Scholarship Com-
mission of 117 people was formed
through the Alumni Association and
began work to-organize the scholarship
effort. -A-dedioates*-program. lac flho
scholarship;j  was conducted on Oct. 10197 ,
More than 400 gifts ranging from 81 to
$1,0001) had been made to the fund before
• the bequastiromtalra, .E'aeratt's estitte.,
panted- to- the Alumni .
Association,
Two awards of $500 or more have
been made each year since 1971 -- one
to an incoming freshman from Ken-
tucky and the other to an incoming
freslunan from Tennessee.
U.
EVERETT SCHOLARSHIp BEQUEST - Union City Mayor Ed Stone (second ,
from left); executoi of the feria Everett estate, presents a check for $10,000
from that esilt lo Ntancirt Vinson, director of alumni *NIA at Murray
State University, for the Robert A. "Fats" Everett Memorial Scholarship fund.
The 1:4quest by.!verett's mother' puAes the scholarship fund 'total to
$31,854.71. Also shown (from left) are: Barkley Jones of Fulton, president of
the Murray State Alumni Association when the scholarship fund was
initiated following Fverett's death in 1969; Randall Burcham, Union City,
Tenn., attorney and Bill Caldwell of Paris, Tenn., chairman of the Everett
Scholarship fund drive. Mrs. Everett died in June, 1977.
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Pick Berries Early In Day







'Sun July 2.3 • Snows 2 & 5 P
"CRASH" CRADDOCK
July 30 • Shoo, s 2 8 5 P 1.4
JIM ED BROWN &
HELEN CORNELIUS
Sun Aug 6 • Snows 2 & 5 P M
• COMING •
LORETTA LTD




Wild blackberries are their
juiciest best in the early
morning hours, but chiggers
are waiting out there for you,
too.
So take care. Spray a good
,insect repellant on your
ankles, arms, legs and neck -
wtterever skin is exposed or
clothing if snug, such as at
waistline and the leg-holes for
undergarments.
Chiggers spit out an enzyme
that dissolves a tiny piece of
“eir skin, then they suck up
the -juice" and hop back in
the berry patch.
The terrible itching that
follows and stays with you for
days is your body's allergic
reaction to the enzyme. The
chigger is gone and the
damage is done, so prevention
is your only sensible course of
action.





Blackberry -juice will seep
thrOugh basket or bag, so use
a plastic or glass container for
collecting them. Pick only the
blackest berries, orie --with
some red left aren't ripe yet.
If you want berries to keep




ever berry jam recipe. You
make It with raw niaelt-
berries, raspberries,
blueberries or strawberries
and store it in the freezer. You
can keep it in the refrigerator
if you plan to use it up within a
-.month or two.
3 cups crushed fully-ripe
berries ,
5 cups sugar
1 package powdered pectin
1 cup water
Add sugar to the berries,
mix well, and let stand for 20
minutes.
Dissolve pectin in water,
bring to a boil for 1 mime.
Add to the fruit-and-sugar
mixture and stir for 2 minutes-.
Ladle into freezer jars or
other suitable freezer con-
tainers,. leaving 12 inch ex-
pansion space at top cover.
Let stand for 24 to 48 hours,
or until the jam has set. Then
put in freezer, where it will
keep its good fresh taste up to
a year. This recipe makes
about nine 6 ounce jars of jam,
or about Seven 8 ounce jars.
Left at room. temperatere,
this jani will mold or ferment
in,a short time, because it has
not been cooked and then
processed in a boiling-water-
bath canner.
Once opened, refrigerate




Mr. and Mrs. Bob Nanney
returned home Thursday after
a ten day vacation in Den-
mark and Sweden.
The couple left Murray
Monday, July 10, driving to
LouisVille where they boarded
an airplane for Copenhagen,
Denmark. They visitcd many
scenic and interestirilf points
in that country and also spent
one day in Sweden.
Mr. and Mrs. Nanney
reported the weather was very
cool.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Marvin Parks of Murray
Route Four is a surgery
patient at Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
ilbURRAY
"2 Big Weeks" HYPTA-8: 30, 12:30 Fri, Sat.
CB-10:15 Only
The song was scandalous. The movie is hilarious!
PG
"The day my mamma
socked it to the
Harper Valley PTA"
HARPER VALLEY P.T.A. BARBARA EDEN • RONNY COX
NANETTE FABRAY • LOUIS NYE • SUSAN SWIFT PAT PAULSEN
Plus Cannonball (PG)
Garland-Koller Vows
Are Read At Church
The sanctuary of the Grace
Baptist Church ok Murray,
was the setting for the June
wedding of Miss Faye
Luhuntes Garland and Bruce
William Kofler. The bride is
the only child of the Rev. and
Mrs. James T. Garland, of
Hazel, and the groom is the
oldest son of Mr. and Mrs.
William C. Koller of Danville,
Ind.
Officiating at the double
ring ceremony was the Rev.
Garland, father of the bride.
The vows -were exchanged
before a fifteen branch arched
brass candelabrum. On each
side was a fan shaped basket
of green carnations, yellow
daisies, pink and blue porn
porns, and baby's breath. Two
fifteen branch spiral 'can-
delabra' completed the setting.
The family pews were marked
with white vases of yellow
daisies and green ribbon.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Gwyn
Key at the organ. Vocalist,
Mrs. Onieda White, sang "You
Light Up My Life," "Sunrise,
Su set," and at the close of the
ce- emony, "Whither Thou
Goest".
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, wore a formal
gown of white silk organza.
The empire bodice was
fashioned with a scooped
neckline with a wide ruffle of
Chantilly lace. The long, fitted
sleeves were adorned with
appliques of Venise lace. The
circular skirt featured Venise
lace appliques and swept into
a chapel length train edged
with a double ruffle of
Chantilly lace.
She wore a three tiered veil
of imported silk illusion at-
tached to a Queen Anne head
piece accented with seed
pearls. The finger tip veil was
edged in Venise lace. Her only
jewelry was. a string of pearls
.borrowed from a friend and
petite pearl earrings, a 'gift
from her maternal grami-
parents .
The bride carried a white
Bible with a cascade of yellow
roses, yellow stratus, and
stephanotis with white ribbon.
Miss Vicky Cook served as
maid of honor. She wore a
yellow formal with fitted
bodice and ruffled hoop skirt
eriiiimect.4,.grroclaKe. The
neckline came --tetjacir
front and back and featured a
circle collar falling Into a
cape. She wore a yellow rose
and baby's breath in her hair.
She carried two long stemmed
yellow roses nad stephanotis
tied with green ribbon.
Carrie Vance of Buchanan,
Tenn.,. served as flower girl.
She carried a white basket
with green ribbon filled with
yellow_ and white rose petals.
Her gown was identical to that
of the Maid-of honor:
The groom chose Bob
Clifford of Bowling Green, as
his best man. The ushers and
candle lighters were Dale-
Sheets of Topeka, Kan., an
Scott Kofler of Danville, Ind.,
brother of the groom. Richie
Vance- -- of Buchanan, Tenn.,
served as ring bearer. Miss
Valeria Cook attended the
guest register.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Garland chose a floor
Alt
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce William Ko
length gown of pink ,chiffon
trimmei with rhinestones.
She 'wore a corsage of pink
rosebuds and white daisies
tied with a pink ribbon.
Mrs. Kofler, mother of the
groom, was attired in a
salmon floor length gown of
floral design. Her c&sage was
white rose buds and white
daisies tied with white ribbon.
Mrs. C. A Tibbs and Mrs.
Johnnie Garland, grand-
mothers of the bride, were
presented with corsages of
white carnations.
, Reception
A reception was held
following the ceremony at The
Murray Woman's Club.
The bride's table was
overlaid with a white iace over
yellow cloth. The center piece
was of yellov. roses, yellow
carnations  and white daisies.
The table held a crystal ptirIth-
bowl and a four tiered wed-
ding cake decorated with
fresh flowers. The top layer
featured a cluster of white
lace wedding bells. The cake
also held tre-bride and groom
statuette that was used on the
Bride's .mother and father's
wedding cake.
Serving at the reception
were' Sheltie and Kim Kofler,
sisters of the groom.
After a wedding trip to the
Great Smoky Mountains
National Park the couple
returned to Indianapolis, Ind.,
where Mr. Kofler is employed
as a chemist in the laboratory
of Farm Bureau and Mrs.
Kofler is employed as an
assistant head nurse at
Wishard Memorial e Hospital.
Rehearsal Dinner
A rehearsal dinner was
hosted by the groom's-parents-
at the Boston Tea Party and at
this time the bride and groom
presented gifts to their at-
tendants. .
Among out of town guest
were: Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Head, Franklin, Ind., Mr. and
Mrs. Dale Sheets, Topeka,
Mrs. Dale Sheets, Topeka,
Kan., Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Bruce, Kenddville, Ind., Mr.
and Mrs. Pickens Clark,
Marion, M'el"aticIMrs. Johnnie
Parrish,- Fort Worth, Texas,
Miss Sheltie Kofler, Cham-
paign, Ill., Miss Kim Kofler,
Danville, Ind., Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Clifford, Jr. and Amy,
Bowling Greeen, Mrs. Charles
B. Carlin and Charlie," the
Rev. and Mrs. Steve Bdyd and
Katie, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Dublin, Beverly. and Mike, all
of Paducah:
Grill Greats
Beef offers a variety of cuts
for outdoor cookery. Tender
steaks such as Porterhouse, T-
bone, sirloin, top loin, nb and
rib eye are ideal for broiling.
but they're not theonlychoices.
Marinated blade steaks, top
round and eubed steaks are
alsOlOod Selections, according
to the National Live-Stock and
Meat Board. Ground beef for
plain and fancy beefburgers is
another good market choice
for the grill.
Let's Stay Well By F J L Blasingarne, M D
Safety Suggestions
For Swimmers
Q. Mrs. H. M. writes for
safety suggestions for
swimming or staying near
the water.
K. Many injuries which
occur during swimming,
and even drowings, result
from carelessness. We of-
ten fail to anticipate dan-
gers and neglect to plan
'carefully to avoid tNem.
The following safety pre-
cautions will help to pre-




strong swimmers may de-
velop a muscle cramp or
have a seizure.
- Small children should
be allowed in the water
only when they are
supervised, even if they
can swim.
- All electrical fixtures
at or near a swimming pool
should be installed by com-
petent electricians so that
no live wire or connections
are exposed. Electric
shocks are particularly
dangerous, even fatal, if
they happen to a wet per-
son or on a moist surface.
- Take care never to
dive or jump into water
unless it is sufficiently
deep to prevent striking
your head frircefully
against a shallow bottom.
Head or neck fractures can
be fatal or result in serious
"paralysis.
- If you are swimming at
a strange beach-, ask some-
one about the water cur-
rents, the condition of the
bottom, and whether the
water has been approved
for swimming. The water
may appear clean but be
contaminated with dis-
ease-producing bacteria.
- Avoid strenuous swim-
ming after eating, espe-
cially a large meal. It is
prefable to wait at least an
hour or longer after eating
a full meal.
Flmily members
should know how to re-
move a person from the
water and how to adminis-
ter artificial respiran.
Also, each member oflhe
family should know where
--help can be obtained - by
calling an ambulance or
going to a nearby hospital.
- When in a boat, such as
going for a ride or fishing,
wear a life preserver, even
if you are a good swimmer.
It can help in staying afloat




The WMU of Salem Baptist
Church met Wednesday, July
5, at 7:30 p.m. at the church.
Aretha Williams was in
charge of the program,
"weighed In The Balance."
Others on the peogram were
Hilda Winchester, Sue Foster,
Martha Windsor, Anna Bell
Stone, and Pauline Elkins.
Also present wre Eleanor
Miller, Evon Burt, Lottie
Sheridan, Estelle Blanken-
ship, and Winnie Crouch.
beihr b•-*-Na ArlEas
lie are pleased ta an-
nounce thus -
Teitloff. bride-pIer, of
isyn Sandefl. has selected
her Patters' unit-Crvstal
frogs our complete, bridal
registry.
Carhl I hi'
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Late Show Fri. S. Sat. 11:40
Adult Entertainment




Just when you thought it IIALS




. *miff Si" Chat
N. Passes
Me 3ag nite
ROY LORRAINE MURRAYsaw= GARY HAMILTON
MAY II '90 MIMI in,
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By Abigail Van Buren
This Man a Menace
Behind the Wheel
DEAR ANEW: I've never seen this problem in print
before, but you have no idea how much it means to those of
us who are faced with it.
My husband thinks his car is a plaything. It is
unbelievable how immature he becomes when he gets
behind the wheel.
For example, he'll pick out a car on the road and try to
-race" with it. Or he'll drive with no hands on the wheel,
and steer with his KNEES. Or if he sees a pedestrian
slowly crossing the street, he'll speed up and aim his car
right at him and stop abruptly to "scare" him. He also tries
U) frighten other drivers by seeing how close he can come
to them without actually hitting them. Believe me, we've
had some pretty close calls.
He even does these things when our three
impressionable youngsters are in the car, and they seem to
enjoy it. If! say one word to him, he llies into a rage, so I
just sit there and tremble in silence.
Can you help me?
SHOW OFF'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: If the most you can do is "tremble" when
your husband risks the lives of his family-as well as his
own and strangers' -you have a bigger problem than you
think.
Call the traffic division of your local police department
and report the boob. Give them his license number, and the
description of his car, and let them know approximately
when and where they can find him. Of course, they can't
touch him until tiry catch him breaking the law, but if he
drives as you say he does, they'll soon nab him.
DEAR ABBY: What would you do if your husband came
home with lipstick on his shirt, trousers, underwear and
some on his neck, too? Also, Sheldon has hairs on his coat,
and they were a color like nobody in our family has. (Looks
like a redhead.)
I questioned him, and he swore up and down he didn't
know how any of this stuff got there,
Sheldon works in an office with just one woman. I've
never met her, but he says she's as homely as a mud fence.
I want to trust him, but with all this evidence, how can I?
SHELDON 'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: First I'd find out if this "mud fence" has
red hair. If she has, I'd suspect that she was close enough
to Sheldon to transfer the above-mentioned evidence.
(P.S. Any man who comes home in that shape can plead
"amnesia" and get away with it.)
DEAR ABBY: My mother-in-law is so superstitious it's
not even funny. I don't mind if she believes in all those
crazy old-fashioned superstitions, but now she's starting in
on me!
I have been married for seven years, and I'm expecting
my first baby in October, and this crepe-hanger
mother-in-law of mine keeps insisting that it is "bad luck"
to buy even a rattle for the baby until it gets here. (She
says "the devil" might be displeased if I talk too much
about my good luck-and something might happen.)
I am furious, Abby. Some of my friends want to give me
a baby shower, but with all this silly superstitious talk, I'm
afraid to let them.
I am healthy as a horse and would like to prepare for this
baby I've waited so long for, but I hate to go behind my
mother-in-law's back.
What should I do?
EXPECTING IN TEXAS
DEAR EXPECTING: Tell your mother-in-law that YOU
aren't superstitious, and you prefer to be prepared for the
healthy baby you have every reason to believe you will
have. Then go ahead and prepare, and good luck.
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Endow
II and a long, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope,
alease.
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Friday, July!!
''The Thread That Runs So
True" will be presented by the
Murray-Calloway County
Theatre at the .City-County
Park at eight p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at old beach area of
Kentucky Dam Village State
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Murray Country Club will
have twilight golf at 5:30 p.m.
with Dick Orr is chairman.
Oaks Country dub twilight
golf is scheduled at 5:30 p.m.
Country Trend Country
Music Band will play at Piney
Campground in Land Between
the Lakes at eight p.m.
Other activities in Land
Between the Lakes will in-
clude beginning macrame
workshop at Empire Farm at
12:30 p.m. and discussion and
field trip in search of warblers
along woodland walk at
Center Station at two p.m.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Friday, July 21
Registration for Creative
Workshops will be held at
Parks and Recreation Office
an Payne Street. For in-
formation call 767-4449 or 753-
7640.
Memorial Baptist Church
Puppeters will present a
program at Hillman's Ferry
campground in the Land
Between the Lakes at 8:30
p.m.
Second annual summer Fest
featuring exhibits, nature
hikes, square dances, and
entertainment for the whole
family will be held at Rushing
Creek Campground in the
Land Between the Lakes.
Saturday, July 22
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kentucky Dam
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Jonathan Creek Sunday
School Day will be held at the
assembly from 8:30 a.m. to
four p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Theatre will present "The
Thread That Runs So True" at
the Murray-Calloway Park at
eight p.m.
Activities at Land Between
the Lakes will include Sum-
mer Fest at 'Rushing Creek
Campground; nature
recording at eight a.m., snake
slide presentation at two p.m.,
and moonlight walk at 8:30
p.m., all at Center Station;
lantern tour of The Homeplace
1850 at eight p.m.
Saturday', July 22 -
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at old beach area of
Kentucky Dam Villiage State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Sunday, July 23
Memorial Baptist Church
will have a church wide picnic
at Jonathan Creek Bapist
Assembly. Bus .will leave the
church at 1:45 p.m. or meet
the group at the camp.
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include 1850's
Craft Day at The Homeplace
1850 from two to 4:30 p.m., and
nature color slide presentation
at Center Station at two p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will be at
old beach area of Kentucky





of his office for
Family Practice
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tit fl eV limits by ,4ppointment
Ohm(' 759-4099 Day or Night
Mt. Carmel United
Methodist Church will have its
homecoming.
Lakeside , Singers will
perform at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Monday, July 24
Wildflower Search walk will
begin at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes, at three
p.m.
Registration for Creative
Workshops will be held at the
Parks and Recreation Office
on Payne Street. For in-
formation call 767-4449 or 753-
7640.
Swim Day for fourth to sixth
grade will be held at Oaks
Country Club.
Blood River Baptist WMU
will meet at the First
Missionary Baptist Church at
ten a.m. - 
_
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.
Tuesday, July 25
Murray Lions Club will
meet at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
will meet with Loretta Jobs;




Miss :4melia Joy Roberts
and -David Alan Moffitt!
Mr. and Mrs. R. Van Roberts of Benton announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Amelia Joy, to David Alan Moffitt, son of Mrs. Catherine Mof-
fitt of Mayfield.
Miss Roberts is a senior, majoring in business at Murray
State University and a member of Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority.
Mr. Moffitt is a 1976 graduate of Murray State and an alum-
nus of the Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity. Mr. Moffitt is curren-
tly employed by the General Tire 81 Rubber Co. of Mayfield.
Wedding vows well be solemnized at the First United
Methodist Church in Benton on Saturday, September 2, at




 Frances Drake 
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FOR SATURDAY, JULY 22,177*
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sian.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Curb a tendency toward
pessimism. No matter what
disappointments you may
encounter, keep on plugging.
Try to pattern your day after
previous successful ones.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Some lack of harmony,
differences of opinion In-
dicated. Proceed with
prudence, forethought. Be
alert: Expect some obstacles.




(May 22 to June 21)/109-
Mercury influences now
stimulate a spirit of adventure
and heighten the imagination.
You can make thLs a big day, if
you will go all out in effort.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
A good day for making
decisions, but weigh them




(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4.12Q;
Mixed influences. You may
face some odd situations while





(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Explore further means to
solve problems that arose in
the past but still cloud the air.
Fulfill a cherished desire by
going after it. ;Don't just
daydream.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
A fine day for artistic,
literary and social interests.
In all things, exploit: your
general know-how and finesse
to the hilt.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ntel*
Be careful to avoid errors
that could be prevented
through better planning and
greater care. There's a ten-
dency toward impulsive ac-
tion now.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )erkt
A new contact, possibly a
change of scenery or activity
- indicated. Make the most of
_ all, since they could broaden
your scope of interests.
CAPRICORN )
) Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vd
Use good judgment in all
situations: Restrain vigor
when it seems politic; be
aggressive where such tactics
are required.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Uranus auspicious. You can
achieve much if you will make
the best use of your creative
abilities and turn on that
special charm which is so
innately yours.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Generous aspects stimulate
'your interests and leanings,
and your personality should
shine. A novel adventure could
also please you.
XCr.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly sensitive and idealistic
individual, often at a complete
loss in a crassly materialistic
world; should, therefore,
avoid a business career,
unless you can develop a
harder shell and live your
dreatris through an avocation






Choose any Skirt or Dress panel in our Smock Shop for only
53 00'each.. Never before anywhere. such a fantastic Fabric
Buy" Hurry, they won t last long at this unbelievable
low, low price!
I The Strelet is in the fabric
It's already shirred on top
at bodtre or waist
2 you lust ti.e.e
one seam




By H. C. Chiles
Acts 19-t3-211. 3549
Paul's minister) in Ephesus was
blessed with extraordinary succest
That aroused the bitter opposition of
Satan and his cohorts, and they un-
,.• niediately created a commotion or
uproar among the multitudes.s•
One of the seven wonders of the
world, the magnificent temple of
• Diana, the goddess of fertility. was
located in Ephesus. Shrewd men had
developed and promoted a thriving
business there by manufacturing and
selling silver imageof-: Diana and
replicas of the temple to the local
idolators and to the sightseers who
: visited this famous place. So greatly did
the manner of life, preaching and
witnessing ot Paul and his associates
•-.7 affect the people who came to know
Christ through their ministers that the
sale of these silver items decreased
tremendously. It soon became quite
obvious to Demetrius and his fellow
silversmiths that idolatry was tottering
before the power of the gospel of Christ.
- For the protection and advancement
of their business interests the silver-
smiths had formed a guild or union.
Demetrius, the leader of the union,
promptly called a meeting of the
. craftsmen and reminded them of the
substantial profits which they had been
-making, and then pointed out the fact
that the market for their products was
weakening. The violent reaction which
arose' against the gospel was not
because it endangered the honor of
Diana, but primarily because it in-
terfered with their financial profits. In
his inflammatory address Demetrius
remarked, This our craft is in danger
of being set at nought." He did not try to
conceal the Jact that his Principal
concern was due to the loss of business
and profits.
The speech of Demetrius ac-
complished the desired result. Soon the
general populace was thrown intia_
confusion. The crowds became very
angry, but they could not have ex-
phoned why!' Paul's associates, Gaius
and Aristarctus, were seized and
dragged into the great open-air theater,
and the mob soon followed them there.
Pa'ul wanted to rush into the theater in
defense of: his colleagues, but his
thoughtful and wise friends readily
recognized - the folly of such a course
and refused to ,allow him to do so.
Paul's desire spoke volumes fog his
courage. but both is courage and his
zeal needed to be tempered with good
judgment
After a riot of. two hours duration
there came a' lull, and the man for the
hour appeared in the person of the town
clerk. He proved himself to be a sane
and sensible man by his clear thinking
and his calm, self-possession, and by his
strong appeal to the mob to exerciae
common sense and fair play. He sought
to pacify the rioters by declaring that
the dignity of the temple of Diana and of
the city of Ephusus, as the keeper of
that temple, were too well established
and too widely known,,,a3 be in.„any
danger. He warned them that, if they
continued in the course which they were
pursuing, there was a strong possibility. 
thatthey would be brought under the
censure and condemnation of the
Roman government for disturbing the
peace.
K.novaiing that when one's cause is
weak, he will frequently become more
boisterous and violent in his efforts to
defend it. the tactful, discreet and wise
town clerk coupled cold calculation
with common sense and challenged the
distraught and unreasorable mob to
pause and consider the folly of their
intended action_ He urged them to
make their complaints before the duly=
constituted authorities. He convinced
the crowds that taking the matter flito
the open court and allowing,the case to
be tried on its merits would be far
better than for them to take the law into
---Aheir own hands and settle the case. in
the streets. His sane proposal was
unanswerable and the mob dispersed.




 ConteMpifirary Religious Thought
10. Years Ago
Dr. Kelly Thompson, president of
Western Kentucky Ijnivirilty: will be
the commencement speaker for
summer graduation eitercises at
Murray State UniVarsity on Aug. 2.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Jewel Biggs and Brent Edward
Johnson, age five months.
Airman First Class John C. Larson,
son of Dr. and Mrs. Edwin Larson is on
duty at Phu Cat Air Bast, Vietnam.,
"Doctor Thivago" is showing at the
Capri Theatre.
The Murray State University
Security Force came in second in a
pistol meet at Paducah. Team mem-
bers are Lance E. Booth, H.E. Wilson,
Jimmy Garland, and Joe Pat
Witherspoon
20 Years Ago
Johnny Ellis, member of the Almo'
Chapter of' the Future Farmers of
America, is pictured during a session of
the class in farm electricity at the FFA
Leaderstiip Training Center at Har-
dinsburg.
L. C. Miller has been initiated in Phi
Delta Kappa. Men's education
honorary fraternity at Washington
University. - -
Army PFC James A. Allbritten
recently was graduated from the non--
commissioned Officer Academy at Fort
Riley, Kansas.
"Mayor Holmes Ellis opened the
council meeting last Friday night with
prayer. This was the ftrst meeting in
the new council chambers of the new
city hall," from the column. ''Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C.
' illiams.
Births reported include a boy. Terry,
to Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Beane on July 7.
30 Year; Ago
A series of meetings on "Farm
Management" will be held on Calloway
County Demonstration farms on July 22
and 23. according to C. 0. Bondurant,_..
associate county agent in farm
management. They will be on the farms
of Jim Burkeen, Hendon Brothers,
Duncan Ellis, 0. H. Workman, and
James U. Jones.
'Pat Clark of Murray has volunteered
for the United States Navy and is now in
-boot training at San Diego, Calif.
• Deaths reported include Miss Betty
Jo Dosn'aiy, lige 13 and James W. (Jim)
P re* &gel'', Mayfield, and arra*P.f.Xy.,and_ —
'The KirkseY cannery will P?pen July. rot 0/Mr destl kisliin a PIP-
27, arcneding to Raymond St() "'"duis's=lrerX,,ard Press
agriculture teacher, and Bartle Con-Assorsanien and Southern Newspaper Pubfishers
awes




- Mr and Mrs.'. Laverne Wallis of
Murray and Mrs. Marion Kennedy
Daffin of Panama City, Fla., visited
their aunt. Mrs Willie Linn, who is a
patient at Campbell Clinic, Memphis,
MM.., on Sunday.
By REV. JIM GLASS
Coldwater Charge United
Methodist Churches
I would like to take this opportunity to
make an earnest plea in the name of our
Lord Jesus Christ_to all that have or will
have the opportunity to be a part of
spreading the "Good News" or gospel
in .the world today.
We are living in a time that provides
man various means of reaching people
for Christ. We have old ways of com-
municating a the Gospel, such as
preaching, witnessing from one who
knows Christ to one who does not, and
by'writing so that others might read.
These ways we have had since Christ.
but in our day we have new ways which
if effectively used could reach more
people for Christ than our forefathers
ever dreamed possible. These ways I
am speaking of are television, radio,
and the newspaper.
Friends, my plea is that we who are .
ministers of the Gospel of Christ will
take advantage of the tremendous
opportunity that these aforementioned
outlets for witnessing provide. Well, I
suppose someone could say, "Are you
crazy, Preacher' We are using
television, radio, and newspapers to
communicate the Gospel to people!"
Welt, are we? We are using the media
for something, and we do it in the name
of Christ, but is it trulythe Gospel. the
Good News?
Of course, some of it is, but it seems
to me that almost every time I have an
opportunity to listen to television
programs or read an article that is
supposedly directed to leading people to
Christ that what I hear instead is some
preacher looking for the -speck" that is,
in the eye of a church different in
denomination from his. Is. it possible
there might be a "log" in his own eye?
I find myself wondering why some
ministers apparently feel that they
must be "on the attack" against what
others who arc doing their best to follow
Christ in spirit and in truth believe
Does this tendency arise from an in-
security in their own beliefs?
In studying the Bible we learn of
Jesus' confrontations with the
r-77"", • 1
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Pharisees and their attempts to bend
and twist God's laws, even trying to use,
His laws to destroy Chirst and His
teachings. I am often reminded of this
situation when some ministers begin to
sermonize, not about the "Good News",
but about how another denomination
differs from his own.
Indeed, I begin to wonder if this type'
of sermonizing is not an example of
modern-day Pharisees. The Bible is the
word of God, and used properly it will
provide man with the proper
. relationship with God. However. I
believe that usage out of context can be
destructive to man's relationship with
God.
Friends, I am proud to be a
Methodist, but I am much more proud
of the fact that I am a Christian. It is not
being a Methodist that made me a
Christian, but being a Christian that led
me to t* Methodist. What! am trying to
get across is that I could be a Baptist-a
Presbyterian, a member of the Church
of the Nazarene, etc., and be a
Christian if I had theproper relation-
ship with the Lord, because it is not
what name is outside the church
building that makes its members
Christian. but ' what it y,
preaches and practices.
In conclusion, may I say that I am
glad to know that in the end I will not be
judged by modern day "Pharisees" but
by Jesus who died for you and for me.
If you are a minister of the Lord
Jesus and are using the media to
preach the Gospel, then I pray that you
will keep on "Keeping on," but if you
are a minister and all that you can find
in the marvelous Word of God to preach
about is other churches who profess
Jesus as lord, then I earnestly pray
that you will start to use the time
provided to "seek and to save that
which is lost" or donate the time to
those of us who will."
Bible Thought
Unto thee. 0 Lord, dot llft up my
soul. Psalm 25:1
No prrvilege will he more reward
Ing today than quiet moments spenl
with our lord. Draw near to Him He
desires to bring to you a hlescing
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and thy writer's
address and phone number must he
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.




Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any latter anC
limit frequent writers.
Addre s correspondence to:
Editor, tme Murray Ledger &
Times, Bmfl, Murray, Ky. 42011.
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Joe Gonzo, whom I've interviewed
sitting in a pothole for charity, and with
.his wife and Itiailiping on the
roadbed of 641 under Construction, has
written a book.
"It's bound to be a best seller. I can
see it now," he exclaimed over the
telephone the other night. "Me, in-
terviewed on the Johnny Carson show
by Johnny Carson himself, not some
dumb guest host."
"Whoa, hold on here," I said. "Before
you go on Johnny Carson, maybe you'd
better tell me about this book you've
written. You don't just make a million
because you've written a book. What's
it about?" •
"Well, it's about the. Democratic
Party' in Kentucky. . ."
"Sounds a little too specialized to
me," I interrupted.
-Ya. But, let me finish Angle. You're
always' butting in when something
important is about to be said. OK. It's asjoke book. . ." -
"A joke book!" I interrupted a second
time.
"There you go again. Can't you just
poke your finger in your mouth for a
minute and let me finish? Now. This is a
joke book about the Democratic Party-
in Kentucky and I figure right now with
Democratic politics the way they are in
- -Kentucky, a joke book would be just the
thing. -I'm using my head. Remember
those how-to-talk-Southern books that
came out shortly after President Carter
was elected"-
"'fa," I said sheepishly without
saying more.
"Wait a minute. Before you become
filthy rich off this joke book, how about.
sharing some of your gems that are
goitit to make thinigands for you."
"Hey, I'm not giving alT these away
but here's one," Gonzo said. "OK.
Picture, this. Governor Carroll and
George Atkins are talking see. George
says to Julian; 'Julian, how many
Kentucky Democrats can you load on a
state plan?' And Julian. _.. ." Gonzo
stifled a laugh. --
"And Julian says, 'Well that depends.
. on how many members of my family
are already on the plane!" Gonzo let'
out a hearty chuckle at the other end of
the receiver.
My visions of Gonzo's millions
popped like a penny ballon. "Hinmnun,
pretty clever," I said. "Not exactly
material for Bob Hope, but' clever
rievertheless."
"How many Kentucky Democratic
Party jokes are you going to print in
your book," I asked Gonzo.
"Oh. Maybe a dozen."
"A dozen?!," I exclaimed. "Why,
that will hardly fill a book, let alone a
medium sized phamphlet. What else
are you going to put in it?"
"Well, I thought I'd put some recent
newspaper clippings about Democratic
Party' shenanigans like airplane rides
and audits, tours around the state by
congressmen, calls for resignations,
under-the-table deals and nest
feathering at state party headquarters
and secret hideaways in the Carib-
bean."
"Hrronmm," I said. "With that, it
"Well, a Democratic PartY i4:04 
boor-- sounds like you have the makings of a
top notch joke hot* there!"would_sell hundreds. .1hOusands... ."
Humanly Speaking
Please Care A Little
Since opening its doors to the public
on May 23 of this year, the new Murray-
Calloway County Animal Shelter has
literally "bursted at the seams" as
floods of dogs and cats have poured in.
As of this date, 351 animals have been
housed at the Shelter and 195 have had
to be erstroyed because no one wanted
them.
The animals that are brought to us
come from a variety of places. But to
our dismay, most are pets that their
owners do not want. Often, the owners
themselves will bring their pets to the
Shelter instead of having the Animal
Warden pick them up in which case the
owners will usually be conveniently
away from borne.
We suppose this is their way of easing
what little conscience they have if they
return and find their animal (or
animals as there are often more than
one) suddenly gone. Explanations to
the children are then easier as they cry
over pets that are gone forever. Most
owners who bring their pets to the
Shelter have no compassion or con-
science at all as they calmly complete
the necessary forms.
Their reasons for abandoning their
pets range from "It won't stay at home,
and it doesn't like to be tied or fenced"
to r1 'Flint to getirThale animal so Mot!,
don't have to take care of any babies."
A classic case camein just thi 'other
stWitwrthisik this will get Our point
across.
A woman brought ten black puppies
to the Shelter in a cardboard box. They
were barely weaned and later it took
some coaxing to get them to eat even
moist food. The woman said the pups
came from a beautiful; full-blooded red
-Irish Setter which was supposed to have
been bred to a male red Irish Setter.
Apparently, since the pups turned out
black and didn't look much like Irish
Setters, the female must have gotten
bred on her own, unbeknownst to the
owners. The woman was disgusted at
not gptting red Setter puppies, and she
certainly did not want the little
mongrels, so she brought them to us.
She informed us that she intended to try
again and next time she would make
certain that she got red Irish Setter
puppies.
The Humane Society worker that was
on duty at the time told the woman
there was a good chance that homes
could not be found for all of them i we
had 25 puppies at the Shelter then) and
that they might have to be destroyed.
To this she answered that she didn't
care what happened to them because
she didn't want them. She scoffed when
advised to have her female Setter
spayed.
In closing, we want to beg everyone
who owns a female animal to have her
spayed now and not allow unwanted
puppies or kittens to be. brought into the
world. In nine cases out-Of ten, these
helpless animals will wind up at the
Shelter where eventually they might
belie -to be destroyed. -title estimated
that there art seven dogs to. every
human lsetng in the country, and- with
these kinds of statistics, homes cannot
possibly be found for ev,eryone. Please,
be a compassionate and respousijele peL
owner and prevent more animiiis from
being added to the growing numbers of
the unwanted.
The Shelter is located at 105 E.'
Sycamore Ext. Please come and adopt
a-pet. For many death awaits
hEART1iNk
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose Is to answer
questions and solve problems—fast. U
you base a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West.
Alexandria, Ohio 453is1. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTIJNE: I am 65 years oldand f"
havejust started on Medicare. My wife
will be 65 next month and will also be
covered by Medicare. She has been
undergoing treatment from a
psychiatrist for the past year. When she
goes_ on Medicare, will they cover her
for these treatments? — 0. A.
Yes, Medicare does have coverage
for psychiatric care, but there are
limitations. Medicare offers coverage
in a hospital the same as any other
illness, but there is a limit of 190 days
oaer the patient's lifetime, and only
periods of active treatment are
 I
covered. Medicare will also cover a
person for out-patient or in-home
treatment with a $250 per year
Maximum.
For an easy to understand ex-
planation of the benefits you will have
an Medicare, Heartline has written a
book to help you understand what your
coverage is. You may order the book by
sending $1.75 to Heartline's Guide to
Medicare, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandra- Ohio 45381. Please allow
six wee or delivery.
•
HEARTLINE: There has been much
in the news lately about protecting
yourself as a consumer. I have never
had any' problems as I try to be very
careful in everything I do. Everyone
seems to have come up with a solution,
but the best thing seems' to be to hire a
lawyer. Do you have any comment on -
this? ---Pr.. H.
"To engage a lawyer to handle a
consumer complaint is often unn-
cessary." That was the. comment by
Prof. Douglas J. Whaley who teaches
consumer law at Ohio State University.
Consumers' awareness of their rights in
such areas as warranties, credit card
liability, dooko-door sales, etc., will
enable them to secure satisfaction by
applying the remedies provided in
federal and most state laws.
Prof. Whaley points out that any
statement made by a salesperson prior
to the actual sale is, in effect, a
warranty of the product. If. for
example. an auto dealer makes a
verbal offer of certain services on a -
vehicle, he is obligated to provide that
service whether or not the written
guarantee contains a provision for such
service. This, however, does not imply
that purchasers should disregard the
'importance of getting the conditions of
a sale set forth clearly in writing. It
would appear that informed consumers
can often secure the adjustment of their
complaint by their own efforts.
HEARTLINE: Can you tell me how
the raise in Railroad Retirement'
benefits are figured for the two tiers of
a Railroad Retiree's annuity? —C.Y.
There are separate computations
made for each of the two tiers in
Railroad Retirement employee an-
nuities. The Tier I portion of Railroad
Retirement employee and spouse
annuities will increase by 6.5 percent.
Tier I portions are the, equivalent of
Social Security benefits and increase by
the same cost-of-living percentage
increase as Social Security benefits.
The 6.5 percent increase is equal to the
rise in the Consumer Price Index from
the first quarter of 1977 thfough the first
quarter of 1978.
A stiarate 2.1 percent increase will
be made in certain Tier II components
of employee annuities and the second
tier of spouse annuities. The Tier II
increase is equal to 35 percent of the
rise in the Consumer Price Index._
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area. -
FEDERAL LEVEL • 
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddles ton
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirlisen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard. Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
ANsembly is in session by dialing 1-
; 064-2500Ortrywriting te them in care
of the State Capitol Building',
---Ftanknort, icy1Dt 176flar-
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White's Camper Sales
Your Avtbociied STARCRAFT a' Dealer
Hwy. 94 East ((ml. East I of Murray 753-0605
Bibles S. Church Supplies








•Complote Autoraink Transmissive Service
• Front End Alignment
209 . 
1,Caisiplete Tone-.p 4 Repair ServiceS 7191




Your Urn-Royal Tire Dealer
1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
Phone 753-1489
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sliest Metal -















  itr Ski kit and Pentoon Seat Rental*
y. Law Steers& Ph 4-276
"It's finger tickin' Geed" ----- "*"'
Try Ow Widens Neel end Haw Seadwicites




South 12th St. - Murray











Merrey's Most Complete Department Store
mF Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Rood Phone 753-1319
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6 00 p.m.
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Sunday School 9,45 a.m.
Morning worship 10:45a.m.
Singing, Evening Woes. 5:30, 6:00pm.
K000 RIVER
Morning Worship 11:00 am
6vosilag Worship II: 30 p.m.
IAPTIST
11 :1111 a .
BMW 7:38p.m.
111110111AL SAITIST
Morning Worship 10: 50 a .m
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.




















Morning Worship 11:00 am.
Evening Worship 5:311014 lk . CO p m.
MOM NORIO nannus tAITIST9 30 a.m.
Sunday School
Word* 11 00 a .m
sundaly0141 OAK PRIMMVE
2.00 p.m
















SloaDyllebsol 10- 00 a .m.
IlmelispWorship 11 . 00 cm.
3.21111pcTZMESSIONART BAPTIST
10 00 a m
wedmmisynioa 11: 00 a.m. 106'OQ 0:1nProwling









Sund imeSchool 10 a.m.prz ServEce 11 a.m




Evening Worship 7:11 p.m.
Worlaandey Evening 7:111 p.m
Christian
PaST011111171All
'Pardee krvicas 11:46 am., I :SO pm.
MISlAY CIIKSTIAJI FILLOWW1W
Worship 10. 30 a.m.
13ible School 9-30 a .m
Evening Service COO p.m
0111101 OfifSEIS OIRIST
Of LATTER DAT SAMS
Woodman of World Kee.
Sunday School 10:46 am
Evening Service 4:30 p.m
ST. LIO CATTIOUC
ammo




Farmer Ave and 17th St, Murray, Ky.










Morning worship 10 *a
MENU DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 10: 20 a.m.
Wors. hip Service Sat 9:1S a.m
A a Little ailtd

















Morning Worship 11:30 cm.
Evening Worship CIO p.m
UNION UWE
Morning Worship 10:50 am
Evening Worship 600p.m
SEMEN a POPLAI
Worship Service 10:41 a m
Evening Worship • COO pan
OMB ONIDNID





















Morning Worship 111 - 50 a m.
Evening Worship 6.00 p m
new CMIRCII
Of MIST
Sunday School 10 00 a m.
Morning Warship 10 30 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m (Sunday it
Wednesdays)
10 00 cm
11 03 a m
6 00 p m
AN INVESTMENT
IN YOUR FUTURE
Mai pimple grevriurie as a proems a 6,
coma% lorressiagly mare mod 'Aperible.
speriblhey I. importaat, be& vishistftimatiby in the
proem el beeiriss • mere NAIL we idiss looc
tte aprisedity awl Joy of beirtg-o viand. How lag
has le bone asee yoo tnidi comic. in die card Sr in
IS. wee mad squdimh throwsli yoor ewe
• God gore Ma lie taped. y .to cowrie.,Lain loud.
41irdoligist o halocSlid. So ire. we U.
Nazarene
14 UREA 11 CHU11011
Sunday School
Morning Worship
















Sunday School 10:00 a .m
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Worship 11:00 a m.
MEWS MPH IMO
WOrahip Sittwks Plasm.
Daiday Scholl 10. 30 a .m.
Warship 11:00a.m.,
admit ' 10: aas.
111111111111011Na wow
Sunday 0c1981 10.00 •.m.
Morning Ward* 11:00a.m.
barn minm
Siinday School 9 *am- KWalag Wars* 11:03a.m.
Wean
Sunday School • 10710 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 pin.
NOVO KEASANT
Morning Worship 11.011a.m.
Evening Worship 7.00 p.m.
HOST ItESSYTEKAN
Church School 9 30 a m
Worehip Service 10 45 a_m
Pentecostal
ALDO MMUS




Worship Services 11 En a m , COO pm.
CAL VU? TIMMS
keeday School 10:01Iam.
Woe** Services 11: 011.121., 7:30 p.m.
nett ASSUAKT
01 000
Sunday School 10.00 a .m
Morning Worship 11 00 am
Sunday Evening 7.otwp.m
rhurs Nile 7 OD p.m
UNITED, 310 litv AN AVE.
Sunday School 10.00crn.
Evening Worship 7 00 p.m.
DIEWARDS CHAPEL
Sunday School 10.00 a .m
Worship Service 11008.m.
Evening Worship 7:10 pm.
FIRST MILTED
Sunday Worship 10 00 a m 87 00 pin.
rues & Thurs 7-00 p.m.
This Page Made Possible
By These
Supporting
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Worship Service 11:E0 cm. lit k id
t maailky , 10:00 am. 3rd & Mb, Suede,19: Oh a.m. lat arid Somday, 11:10





Worship 114541 10:50 cm
KISSILS MUM WM*
Sunday School 10:40 cm
Morning Worship 11:04a.rn.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Se. rvice 9:45 am
Church School 10:43 a m
GOSHEN METIIODOT
Chord) SchoOl -10 10:00a.rn
Worship Service 11:00a.m
Evening Services. Worship 6:30p.m
coils CAMPOIOONO
Worship Service 10A10 am
DEXTER-NARDitt UNITED
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Worship 11 000-.m., 6 :00 p.m.
MT. HERRON
Worship Service 10.00 a.m. 1st Sunday k
1100 a .m 3rd Sunday Sunday School -
11:00a.m. 1st Sunday - 10.00 a.m. ine/--
3rd, & 4th Sunday
MT. CAINEL
Worship Service 10 90 M 2nd Sunday.
11.00 am. 4th -Sunday Sunday School






Let Er 3rd Sunday 530 am
Evening 7 00p.m
2nd & 4th Sunday 11:00 am
No Evening Worship
KTNEL UNITED
let & 3rd Sunda y 11.00 a m
2nd & 4th Sunday 9 30 am
Evening 8 10 p.m.
S00111 PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School I • 43 8.mMorning Worship 10. 45 a .mEvening 7- 00 m
STOOEY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 1010 a m






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
WeSity. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Seers, Gen. Manager
Sorsa, Groves, Cohesive. Illarshell, C4444.144 Ceiatres in Re. OMI
Nary Co., Ti...
--"P":41/Plir "11J3:4351i or 247- 0314).
Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
Famous rish Dinners
on Hwy. 68 at Aurora
Ph. 474-2202
Your Complete Tire Service Center






















Flo For A11 Occasions
Funeroi Arrangements - House Plants
500N. 4th- 753-3251 - 753-8944
Curtis & Mays Studio
"Distinctive Photography
with a touch of Class"
304 Main St. - 753-7360
Captain Wst,
seafood •
111 N. 12th 753.9383
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For All Your Fertlizer Needs"
103 Maple - 753-1933
Joe Todd's Motor Sales
Quality Used Cars
Reasonably Priced









Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION,
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans






Specializing in Catfish Dinners
We Cater To Parties
Hazel, Ky. 4924785 •
MACK & MACK
West End Egrwrs
Ferry eto Hwy. 68
Aurens, Ky. 474-2234
Authorized Morcruisor Sales II Service
D's SHIRTS n' things
OPEN ALL YEAR
_
Tops & Jeans For the Family
Hwy. 64, Armors - 474 1490
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks 5 Ready Nis Concrete
East Main Street 753-3540
Calloway County Soil
improvement Association
Serving 4,,n, IonIrltet Uwe 1934
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup S. Delivery
owl 010 e.ai 011/11 11:00 p.m.
Sew* Open 8:11.... • Closo 1000 pm
•-•-• • 01101081/WrIfeaso 1114114----
SHOPPE
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky. 75. 150
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An insurance Run For The Sub-District Title
Wade Smith scores in the third inning of Thursday's little league All-Star sub-district title game against Mayfield West in
He capped a five-run outburst as Murray went on to win 8-5.
Addition Of Akron To OVC
Should Have Positive Effects
An eight-hour. 408-mile ride-that's
what Murray State athletes, coaches
and fans had to endure when Racer
teams played East Tennessee in
Johnson City over the past 11 years.
But, since the Buccaneers are leaving
the Ohio Valley Conference and are
being replaced by Akron, that horribly
long trip is over, right! • -
Right. It will be replaced, starting
with the 1979-80 basketball season, with
a 13-hour trip. That's what it will take
to cover the distance to Akron
University from Murray-568 miles.
Luckily, however, that seems to be
the only negative aspect of the OVC's
jumbling of members.
. Akron became an official member of
the conference last July 1, and after.
East Tennessee completes its OVC
foqtball schedule, its ties with the,
conferero.se will be over, and the Bucs
will officially begin competition in the
Southern Conference, which they joined
on June 1
Akron left the Mid-Continent Con-
ference. which includes Youngstown
State, Eastern Illinois, Western Illinois,
Northern Iowa and Northern Michigan.
Wtth the addition of Akron. the OVC
finally rids itself of the tag of being a
two-state conference, the only major
conference in the nation that had
confined itself to two states.
And the joining of the Zips should
increase the OVC's exposure, since the
city of Akron has a population of
_235,000 and is only about 50 miles from
CleVeland.
The university is no slouch, either.
Students number 23,000, and the foot-
ball team plays its games in the 35,482-
seat Rubber Bowl. The basketball
teams will soon play in a new physical
education complex which will include a
7,500-seat arena.
Akron's joining the OVC may have
Sabscripers wise brie Res
received $há
copy of The lAsstry leihger
Times by 3:341 p.m. mensay•
Fria, sr by 3:30 p.m. oo Sufvu
days ere urged Se call 753-1916
between S:311 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
tileailay-Friday, et 33111 p.m.
sad 4 p.m. latisriarys, to aware
isKyrry sf the flowspoper. Calk
matt be placed by 6 p.m.
assilidays of 4 p.m. Setividays
Is georeassis delivisry.
been hastened when the Mid-Continent
was turned down by the NCAA in a bid
for Division I status.
Dr. Marshall Gordon vice-president
for university services at Murray State
and the Racer representative last week
at the NCAA Basketball Committee's
meeting in Salt Lake City, Utah. feels
that the OVC has a good chance of
regaining its automatic NCAA berth.
tsVie,-- plan to talk with various
members of the NCAA Executive
Council," Gordon said last week.
tBecause we feel that the OVC's
automatic bid is in the best interests of
college basketball."
The council meets August 10 in Dallas
to vote on the proposal to expand the
number of NCAA tourney berths from
32 to 40. That would give the OVC: as
well as every other Divisioin I con-
ference in the country, an automatic
bid to the post-season classic.
Marcelous Starks, a 6-8 center who
played for Murray State from 1971-74;
has been invited to a Cicago Bulls
tryout camp presently being conducted.
Starks, picked as one of the top 50
prep players in the nation after high
school. averaged 13.8 points and 12.8
rebounds during his senior season with
the Racers.
Only two OVC players, .Murray's
Yglie Muff and Austin Peay's Otis
Howard, were chosen in this year's
National Basketball Association draft.
Muff, who was the all-time two-year
scorer for the Racers, went in the 10th
round to Golden State; Howard, in the
fourth .to Milwaukee.
Akron's 35,482-Seat Rubber Bowl
Young Leads Women's Open
GOLF
INDIANAPOLIS — Donna
Caponi Yining birdied the last
hole for a 3-under-par 68 that
gave her a 2-stroke lead over
Hollis Stacy, Alexandra
Reinhardt and Vicki Fergon
after the first round of the U.S.
Women's Open Golf Cham-
pionship.
Nancy Lopez was tied for
fifth at 71 with Janet Coles and
Phillip B. Klapper, M.D.
Otolaryngology
announces
the opening of his office
for Surgery and Diseases






John Alexander 6-1, 64) to
reach the quarter-finals of the
Washington Star International
men's tournament.
In, another match, Harold
Solomon beat Arthur Ashe 6-3,
6-4.
Two Chileans, Jaime Fillol
And Hans Gildemeister, also
moved into theijuarter-finals:
F'illol beat Nick Saviano 7-5, 5-
7, 6-3 and Gildemeister upset
seventh-seeded Dick Stockton
6-2,6-2.
Wojtek Fibak of Poland beat
Phil Dent of Australia 6-4, 3-6,
7-6; and Spain's Manuel




quadruple world , record
holder, Henry Ron°, won tffi
10,000-meter race at the
African Games ?I 27 minutes,
9.,sevon4a UlUrgIllAILDalf_
a minute behind his world
mark.
._sitiehave4---cittorsroler- was






Little Leaguers Use Lyons' Arm
For Sub-District Baseball Crown
By TONY WILSON
ledger & Times Sports Editor
A two-hitter is rare enought.
But a no-hitter is even
rarer—just ask Brad Lyons.
The Murray Little League
All-Star pitcher was over-
whelming in leading his team
to an 8-5 victory and the sub-
district championship
ThursdaY • night in Benton.
But he probably had another
goal ih—triliielmore of an
individual one—while pitching
to Mayfield West's Eugene
Bradsford with two outs in the
sixth inning.
Until this batter, he had
mown down Mayfield batters
in fine fashion, striking out 14
and fanning the side twice..,






fired a four-over-par 74 to
capture the championship of
the Lady Bug Women's Golf
Tournament at the Mayfield
Golf and 'Country Club
Tuesday.
Parker, a 22-year-old senior-
to-be at the University of
Alabama, shot an even-par 35
on the front nine, then turned
in a four-over 39 on the back
side to defeat her nearest
challenger, Betty Vowel! of
Fulton, by four shots.
Parker began play Thur-
sday in the Little Mount
women's golf tournament in
Mt. Sterling, Ky.
Beverly. Pa ricer 
Betty Vo ell 
Mary Jane Alford 
Debbie V. art ord 
Rae Warlord 
Jane Ann Nall 





16 African countries took part
in the race opening the track




— The Hungarian men's sabre
team upset the defending
world and Olympic champion
Soviets in the finals of the 34th.
World Fencing Cham-
pionships:
The two teams finished It,.,
sabre competition deadlocked
at 8-8, but the Hungarians
captured the title by scorin
has to 61 for the Soviets.
Italy won the bronze r web'
with a 9-2 victory over
Roniania.
MAICU CITY rAP)
Mexico will host a World
Physical Education Congress
• next month, with repeesen-
.--tatimaa-
.including Ds. -Nicholas -
-Moolenynee, the ' Natrona,.
Sports Institute said Thur-
sday.
Dr. Moolenyzer was former








Connie Larritn . . . 46 50 96
Shirley Wilson. 50 17 97
Pam Srruth 45 52 97
Barbara Miller .   Si 52 104
Carole Ann Dowdy 55 !A





Bradsford, one strike away scored, and Downey scored
from a no-hitter, a high 
chopper up the middle went 
when the throw to third was
wild, making it 8-2. .
through for a single and dit- Mayfield West opened its
ched Lyon's chances. fourth with a walk, and two
The next hitter, John pitches later, the base runner
Standifer, laced a Lyons' pitch attempted to steal second.
to deep rightfield for a two-run Smith gunned the - ball to
homer, pulling Mayfield second 
etgettinging
the runner by
within three runs. several
But Lyons was still in Another walk put a man on.
command. He struck out the 
next batter for the final -out,
giving him 11 for the game and
landing the all-star a berth in




staked Lyons to an early lead,
but it was Mayfield West
which jumped on top first.
With one out, an infield,
error and a walk put two
Mayfield runnets aboard. _
Both runners took off when
Lyons uncorked a wild pitch,
and a run scored when catcher
Wade Smith's attempt at the
runner at third sailed into
lefttield. The second run
scored when Smith dropped
the ball after a collision at the
plate.
But after two big offensive
innings for Murray, Smith
more than made up for his
"miscues.
After Kyle Evans walked
with two outs in the Murray
first, David McCuiston singled
to center, and Evans scored
and McCuiston advanced to
third when the centerfielder
let the ball trickle through his
legs and to the wall.
John Mark Billington then
doubled down the third-base
line, scoring McCuiston, then
later scored himself when the
second baseman misplayed
Rodney Key's grounder.
Evans again started a big,
Murray _inning in the third
with a walk. McCuiston
followed with a homer to
leficenter—his second of the
tourney—to make it 5-2.
Billington lined a shot off the
shortstop's glove for a single,
and Key rapped a double down
the rightfield line to score
him.
I,eftfielder Jeff Downey
belted a double that one-
hopped off the fence to put
runners on second and third
with none out.
Smith popped to leftfield,




















Train Up a Child In
The Way He Should Go And
When He Is Old, He will
Not Depart From It.
itnd following a strikeout by
Lyons, another steal attempt
was made. But again Smith
rifled to second -to get the
runner and end the inning.
Murray, which faces the
Area I sub-district winner
Monday night, outhomered
the other five teams combined
during the three-day tour-
nament,
A No-HittermAimost
Brad Lyons delivers in the fourth inning of the Murray Little
League All-Stars' game against Moyfield West Thursday. Lyons
tossed a two-hitter as Murray won 8.5.




"Service Built Our Business"
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The New College Shop
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Guidry Blanks Twins To Mark
14th Win Of Season For Yanks
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Ron Guidry says it's a nice
feeling being Deeded. And, oh
boy,-do the New York Yankees
need him.
Without Guidry's glittering
14-1 record, the defending
world champs would feel like
the world chumps.
"It's a pOilege to know
that they are depending on me
so much and I can come
through for them," said
Guidry after fashioning his
latest victory, a 4-0, four-hit
-beauty over the Minnesota
Twins Thursday night.
Even with the triumph, the
Yankees are still floundering
in the middle of the Atneriunn
League East, 13 games behind
the front-rtuming Boston Red
Sox. They would be even lower
iban fourth place without
Guidry's 13-game credit. •





Pittsburgh 46 44 511 4
Montreal 47 49 .490 6
New York 41 56 42 12's
St. Louis 38
WEST
San Francisco 57 38 .600 -
Cincinnati 54 . 10 .574
Los Angeles 54 41 .588 3
San Diego 46 50 .479
Atlanta 12 51 .452 11
Houston _ 41 52 .441
Thursday's Gains
Pittsburgh 7. Los-idigilis 6-, TO Outings
New York 7-5, Houston 1-4. 2nd pawn
intunga
St Louis 3, San Diego 2
San Francisco 9. Chicago 8. suspended
4th inning
Philadelphia 8. Cincerinati 6 •
Montreal 7. Atlanta 3
FrIday's Games
Houston 4.Niekro 6-7 and Willoama 1-1)
at Philadelphia iRuthveri 641 and Chris,
lesson 64). 2, it-n)
Cincinnati iLaCoss 6-0, at Montreal
•Grimsley 124), in)
Atlanta Hanna 74) at New York Es-
pinosa 741, in),
Chicago R,Reuschel 8-7t at San Diego
Perry 10-41, in )
StInuis i Martinet 44) at Los Angeles.
Houton h7i. (n)




Pittsburgh at San Francisco
Houston at Philadelphia, ini
Atlanta at New York, in,
St Louis at Los Angeles, 1114
(111Clig0 al San Diego, n
Sunday's Games
Houston at Philadelphia
Atlanta at New York
Cincinnati at Montreal
St Louis at Los Angeles
Chicago at San Diego














' Seattle 347 19
Thursday's Games
Milwaukee 8, Boston 6
• Wait m. at Chicago. ppd.. rain
New York 4. Minnesota 0
Kansas city 2. Texas 1
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
California ilanana 13-5 and Frost 2-21
at Detroit Wilcox 6-8 and Billingharn 8-
5). 2, (14
Oakland iRenko 3-4 and Broberg 9-71 at
%wants Moore 4-1 and L'nderwood 5-81.
1.114i
Seattle (Parrott I-I ) at Cleveland i Pax-
ton 641, in)
New York I Beattie 2-4) at Chicago
(Barrios 54), ni
Baltimore i Flanigan 13-7) at Minnesota
i Erickson 94), in)
Boston TEckeraley 11-21 at Kansas City
Splittorfl 104), nT







%sail at Kansas City
Oakland at Toronto, MI
New York at Chicago.
Milwaukee at Texas. In)
Saadav's Games
Seattle at leveland, 1
Oakland at Toronto
California at Detroit
New York at Chicago
Baltimore at Minnesota
Roston at Kansas city



















'ffkhen Guidry's right, it's n
mismatch against everyone,"
noted Yankee Manager Billy
Martin, .who has witnessed the
collapse of most of his
heralded pitching staff this
season.
Guidry doesn't see himself
as Atlas holding up the world,
though.
"When I retire," he said,
"everyone will remember who
Catfish Hunter was and who
Don Gullett was. I just want
them to remember that I
pitched for the Yankees, too."
In other American League
action, the Milwaukee
Brewers beat the Boston Red
Sox 8-6 and the Kansas City
Royals edged the Texas
Rangers 2-1. The Chicago-
Baltimore game was post-
poned by rain.
Guidry became the major
leagues' first 14-game winner
With his shutout over the
Twins. The left-hander, who
wpn 13 straight games at the
start of the. season before
losing to Milwaukee on July 7,
struck out eight and walked
three.
The Yankees scored two
runs in the first inning, one on
an RBI single by Thurman
Munson and the other on a
balk by loser Darrell Jackson,
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA ( AP I A--
Huhert Green. says that golf
comes easy to a lot of players,
but he has to work hard to
maintain his reputation as one
of the game's best players.
"Normally I get lax
mentally," Green explained
Thursday after shooting a six-
underpar 65 for the first-round
lead in the $250,000
Philadelphia Golf Classic by
one stroke over Jack
Nicklaus.
"I have to work on my
game. I'm not like some
players who just go. out there
and play," Green- said
following his round of an
eagle, five birdies and just one
bogey.
''Take putting," said Green. _
"I've just worked hard on it.
With my stance- and7swing-I
have to work on it. I don't have
the natural sWing of some of
the other players."' •
Green said he was playing
pretty well and expressed
confidence that he could
continue his performance
through the final three days of
this designated tournament.
"I should play well the next
two or three weeks,"
predicted Green, who claims
he never makes predictions.
Green has a stock answer
when asked if his record score
of 271 over the Whitemarsh
Valley Country Club will be
broken this yea,r.
"I leave, predictions for
weathermen and radio
announcers," says the winner
of 12 tour events since turning
pro in 1970.
The odds are that Green's
.17-under-par triumph at
Whiternarsh in 1974 will be
shattered. He already is s,ix
under, and this is a designated
field, meaning that all the
stirs — except South African
Gary . Player, who was ex-
cused — are playing.
In addition, Nicklaus, who
won the British Open —last
week for the third time, seemS
to be at the top of his game.
Another factor is that the
'NI INN* Ts tell he 1444
UNA I.e. To Wm Toe ...NOT
(1141/11111 7515547
2-3, for all the runs they
needed.
Brewers-8, Red Sox 6
Charlie Moore's solo homer
in ttie third inning and two-run
single in a four-run fourth and
strong relief pitching by Ed
Rodriguez led Milwaukee over
Boston.
Rodriguez, 2-3, earned the
victory after taking over in the
second inning. The right-
hander pitched into the ninth,'
when he gave up his sixth hit,
a two-run single to Rice,
before needing last-out relief
help from Bob McClure. The
game was delayed by rain two
hours, 23 minutes at the start.
Royals 2, Rangers 1
Steve Braun's pinch single
with two out in the ninth inning
scored Willie Wilson from
third, leading Kansas City
over Texas. Wilson ran for
Clint Hurdle, who singled off
Doyle Alexander, 6-6. Tom
Poquette then singled up the
middle to move_ the fleet
Wilson to third and set up
Braun's game-winning hit.
"That was probably the
most important hit I've got-
ten," said Braun. "I was
really afraid he (left fielder Al
Oliver) was going to catch it. I
knew I hit the ball.aveli, but I
was afraid [hit it too well.
field of 156 is finding the 6,615..
yard course an easy target.
Going into today's second
round, eight players were at
67,11 at 68, 12 at 89, 24 at 70 —
a total of 57 breaking par.
There were 19 at par 71. ,
It is an understatement to
say the course took a beating
Thursday.
Both Green and Nicklaus
said the rough was short and
the greens soft, perfect con-
ditions for low scores.
Ben Crenshaw, who tied for
second in the British Open,
two strokes behind Nicklaus,
led the group at 67. Also at that
figure were Bill Rogers, Hale
Irwin, Dave Graham, Bruce
Lietzke and rookie Jim
Nelford, a switch-hitter from
British Columbia.
Andy Bean, the tour's
leading money winner and a
three-time winner this year,
was at 68, while Tom Watson,
another triple winner and
second on the money list, was
at 69, along with Lee Trevino.
U.S. Open champion Andy
North, Lanny Wadkins, Gene
Littler, Dave Hill and Mark
Hayes were among those at 70.
HILTON HEAD ISLAND,
S.C. (AP) — Traffic incidents




The 24-year-old Spinks, who
has been arrested five times
since March for traffic
violations, was involved in a
minor auto accident Wed-
nesday, according to security
officers at the Palmetto Dunes
resort.
However, the accident was
not Spinks' fault, said Phil
Philips, resort security chief
No one was injured and no
charges were filed.
The officer said a tourist
unfamiliar with the island
rolled through a stop sign and
collided with a 1978 Cadillac
driven by Spinks, causing
about $200 damage to each
car, the officer said.
Spinks was at Hilton -Head
Isled training for his Sept.15
rennet, In NM Orleans with
Muhammad Ali, *loin he
defeated limit February.
Philips said Spinkg, who was
fined three times this year for
driving without a license,
produced ,a valid Michigan
driver's license.
Rose Continues Hit Streak
Speier Makes His Own Headlines
By TOM CANA VAN
APSports Writer
Chris Speier didn't want to
steal Pete Rose's headlines —
so he rrt.aie his own in
Montreal.
Speier had the best night of
his seven-year career, hitting
for the cycle ( single, double,
triple, homer) and driving in
six,runs Thursday night as the
Montreal Expos posted a 7-3
victory over the Atlanta
Braves — and he didn't even
know he'd achieved the rare
feat.
"Cycle? I had no idea, not
even after I did it," Speier
said. "I didn't realize it until I
went out in the infield and I
thought about my at-bats."
Speier tripled home a pair of
runs in the second inning,
singled in the fourth, blasted a
three-run homer in the sixth
and completed the cycle with
an RBI double in the eighth.
And was he impressed?
"I don't know if I took
Rose's headlines," Speier
said. "Not in Cincinnati I
won't. He's been in the
headlines for 33 days now."
Thirty-three games would
be more exact.
The Cincinnati Reds captain
moved within four games of
Tommy Holmes' National
League record 37-game hitting
streak with a two-out infield
single in the fifth inning of the
Reds' 8-6 loss to the
Philadelphia Phillies.
In the rest of the NL, Pitt-
sbugh edged Los Angeles 7-6 in
10 innings, St. Louis nipped
San Diego 3-2, New York
swept a double-header from
Houston 7-4 and 5-4 and San
Francisco's game at Chicago
was suspended by darkness in
the eighth inning with the
Giants leading 9-8. The game
will be finished next Friday.
Rose's hit extended his
hitting streak to 33 games,
tying Hall of Famer Rogers
Hornsby for the second-best
ever in NL history.
'Rose said he's been thinking
about-the hitting streak — but
isn't overly worried about it.
"Thinking about it and
worrying about it are two
diffefent things. I know it's
going to end, but right now I'm
swinging good. -
"As long as I'm swinging
good, the hits will come.... If I
don't get. the re—cord, it'll be
nice to be second."
Greg Luzinski and fiche
,PTPS,c0i..A," "PEPS," AND .4140UNTAiN PEAT'. ANt ik6istrit(o TRADEN•NAS or Peps.CO,
Hebner drove in two runs
apiece as Philadelphia moved
313 games in front of Chicago
in the East. Joe Morgan and
Ken Henderson had two RBI
each for the Reds, who fell 2',2
games 'behind San Francisco
in the West.
Expos 7, Braves 3
Woodie Fryman was the
beneficary of Speier's 4-for-4
performance, although he
needed ninth inning relief
from Mike Garman.
Speier's cycle was only the
second in Expos' history and
the six RBI .were tbeanost for
him in one game.
Pitcher Jamie Easterly
brought in the Braves' first
run with a bases-loaded walk
and Jerry Royster added a
two-run single as Atlanta
Scored three times with two
out in the second inning.
• Pirates '7, Dodgers 6
, Frank Taveras, booed by
Pittsburgh fans after making
a third-inning error, singled in
the 10th and Los Angeles
reliever Terry Forster
committed a throwing error
on the play to give the Pirates
their victory Over the_
Dodgers.
Cardinals 3, Padref,2
Pinch-hitter Tony Scott and
George Hendrick 'drilled- run-
scoring singles off slumping
San Diego reliever Rollie
Fingers, 4-11, in the seventh
inning, lifting St. Louis past
the Padres and snapping the
Cardinals' four-game losing
streak.
Mets 7-5, Astros 4-4
John Stearns drove in four
runs with a bunt single and a
three-run double to lead the
Mets past Houston in the first
game, then Willie Montanez
singled and scored the win-
ning run on pinch-hitter Joel
Youngblood's double in the
11th inning of the nightcap. It
was New York's first twinbill
sweep of the season.
Giants 9, Cubs 8
Suspended Game
Jack Clark, who earlier hit a
two-run homer, drilled a tie-
breaking single in the eighth.
It gave San Francisco a lead
only moments before
darkness halted play in the
game that had already been
halted three times by rain.
'BLOOMINGTON, Minn.
(AP) =- Center Tim Young has
signed_ a three-year contract
with the Minnesota North
Stars, the National Hockey
League club announced
Thursday.
Young, 23, was the team's
second leading scorer with 23




July 24 9:00 AM
01 ) NW I a, a smIN
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NOW! A 6-PACK OF MONEY-BACK QUARTS!
THE MOST MOUNTAIN-DEW YOU CAN BUY.
THE MOST-CONVENIENT WAY YOU CAN BUY ItHere the most Mountair Dew. In its most convenient package. More than 38
lemony, delicious serving of Mountain-Dew in 6-packs Qf returnable,
Iesealable 32,ottive bottle* They're reSeakible for copVoience•and.
returnable for conservati Ounce for ounce, glass for 'ghss it The MoSt:—,
HELLO SUNSHINE HELLO MOUNTAIN DEW
BoTTIED BY Paducah Ilattarato . Pal,wah. Ky. UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM PepsiCo. . INC. PURCHASE. N V.
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Schedules For The Week Of July 22-July-28
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
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6: O0 - Silas"' 5"1-6:00 - Weems Only
6:30- filarle
7:0- Demises 5:15 - Agpi. U. S. A.
4:" Farm' 060-
7:4141 - !atonic Stomps
6:4S - ----
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2:30 - Grind Pni
4,0- Wimii Of SOL
2:20- Wears
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10:13 - News 
' '
104S - - Golden Age o
Hollywood
7:00- Bob Newliert




I I :37- Nashville on
the Id.
1 2:07 - Good News
12:31 - Price is tight
1:07- With This Ring
1:23- News
TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WNGE-2 WSIL-3 
1
6:00- Neck 111.614111 ,
4:30- libie Sept. 7:90 - Archies
7:11N- Neese of Wee. 7,18 _ gin eg gig,.
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11:30 - Meet the Press
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2,30- Lawrence Welk
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1:00 -. Miss Universe
Peg.
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7:30 - Good Times
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TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
-
WNGE-2
6:30 -Memo This Tone
7:00 - Eight is Enough
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7:00 - Corot limners
0:00-- Stonily A Notch
10:50 -Mews
10:30 - Peace Story
1:00- 461 Is 10661111
1:111- Cherries MO+































6: MI -- Aerteng (mei
7:00 - Kitten
7 . 30 - Mist's flap.
100 - lieroey Miner
Il• 30 -Movie
10:00 -Mews
10:01 -Streaky I Mitch
12:30 - PT( ase
2: 311 - Hews
WSIL-3
S:3111 - Cacho, Pet
6 : IS - Nein
11:30s-16ms
• 7:1111- Kett er
7311.- Whims Sep
5:00-Metier 1101••\






$:011- Noma eit 1S
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7:55 - Weheas7:01-
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3 300:30 p.m. LILIAS, YOGA
AND YOU






6 30/5:30 STUDIO SEE Extra-
sensory perception, a Coast





KENTUCKY Al Smith and
Kentucky media persons
•eview and analyze the week's
state news
8:0017:00 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW 
8 30/7:30 WALL STREET
WEEK
9:013/8:00 WAR AND PEACE
Two Meetings" The
Rostovs. Jive the life of
retugees among their fellow
Muscovites.
10:00/9:00 TRAFFFIC IN
BABIES Film report on the
nusiness of foreign . baby
adoptions.
SATURDAY, JULY 22 
12:30 p.mJ11:30 a.m. NEW
SHAPES: EDUCATION














TORY GARDEN RoseE. lilacs
and other plants are started
from cuttings.
4:00/3:00 THE FRENCH CHEF
'Ile Sumach Twins"
4:30/3:30 IN SEARCH OF THE









• .0 the Bloodstream"
7:00/6:00 WORLD WAR
Behind the German Lines-
740/8:30 OLD FRIENDS...
NEW FRIENDS -Memories;-:
-Last program in the series
8:00/7:00 FIRING LINE
William F Buckley, Jr., hosts
the discussion
9:00/8:003 IN PERFORMANCE


















This new series is based on
author Graham Greene's
short stories
11:00/10:00 THE TWO RON-
NIES
SUNDAY., JULY 23 
8:00/7:00 a.m. SESAME
STREET






11:30/10:30 STUDIO SEE 1977
World Championship Junior









The Horse Cave Theatre is
profiled
2:00/1:00 THE ADVOCATES
3:00/2:00 THE GOOD OLD
DAYS OF RADIO Steve Allen
hosts
4:00/3:00 THURBER William







TORY GARDEN Jim explains
how to prepare compost.
6:30/5:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Robin Hood"
Robin and his men find half
the children starving in a
village near Sherwood Forest.
7:00/6:00 WORLD WAR I
Year of the Lost Illusions- In
1917, Britain was having sec-
ond thoughts about the war.
7:30/6:30 A WORD ON
WORDS John Seigenthaler
and authors of recent publica-
tions are featured in a discus-
sion




Drake Carne works hard to
make his forge a success, but
VVarleggen's hired men har-
rass him
10:00/9:00 WAR AND PEACE
-Two Meetings'. The Rostovs
live the life of refugees in
Moscow
MONDAY, 4.1LY 24-
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43 Shade , 53 Distance













































7:3016:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW "Susan Sontag,
author of ,'Illness as a
Metaphor"
8:0011:00 CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT "Home Security;
Contact Lenses/Bankruptcy •
8:30/7:30 ELECTRIC COM. -
PANY
833730 TURNABOUT -Fore Turvng"




Wagner's fierce and inspired
opera is about an old Dutch
captain sworn to round the
Cape of Good Hope, though it
takes an eternity. (Two and
one-halt hours)
TUESDAY, JULY 25











7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW "Brian De Palma and
Martin Scorese- Filmmaker
and Director- Part I
8:00/7:00 NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC SPECIAL
-Voyage of the Hokule'a" To











retrace the 3,000 mile tourney
in a double-hulled canoe (90
minutes)
9:3018:30 SECRETARIAT: BIG
RED'S LAST RACE The Triple
Crown winner and "horse of






women's finals of the





























7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW "Brian De Palma and
Martin Scorese" Part II
8:00/7:00 NOVA • BaMiki
BaNdula: Children of the






about two tramps whose
trivial conversations and
banal activities suggest the
meaninglessness of life (Two
and a half hours)
;or
4"?
ONE FACET — Canoeing skills are just one facet of the
skills development program in Land Between The Lakes,
TVA's 170,000-acre public demonstration area in
western Kentucky and Tennessee. Instructions are given
on how to do the draw, sweep, and push strokes, and




All The Newest Releases First!
Reins' Lowest Prices le Town.
Large Selection of Country
Tepee, Mums and Os





is on Sole If You Wont
Borgo4n See Us
VMS.-
The largest Selection of Topes ond Albums in this area
TV Service Center
Control Shopping Center 753-5S65
PUNTS
'fE5, WE'RE THE PARTY
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IN A SAFE- •
PLACE ---
OH NO-.HE WOULDN'T
BE A LOT OF TROUBLE...
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Declining Enrollments, Tight-
Fisted Taxpayers Have Impact
B). LOUISE COOK
• Asseeited Press Writer
Tight-fisted taxpayers and
decliiiiiig enrollments are
forcing school districts in
many parts of the country to
fire teachers and trim the
curriculum.
-Experienced teachers are
having a rough time finding a
place to work," said one Ohio
courses-
will probably go," added an
educator in Colorado.























Artiworizipd Walt Ileatior Cotter
Michigan, the drop in the
number of teachers is being
offset by a drop in the number
of students; in other areas,
like the West Allegheny
district of Pennsylvania,
younggers returning to school
this fall will find classrooms
more crowded.
Despite recent changes in
school financing systems
local prnperty ta Yes are still.a
key source of revenue for
education in most of the
..ountry., And these levies are
the target of the spending and
tax-cut drives which spread
from California to over a
dozen other states.
"Given the climate and the
mood of the taxpayers today,
the chances of getting new
local school) taxes passed by
the voters is very small,' said
James Melton of the Kentucky
School Boards Association.
While local funds are drying
up, smaller enrollments are
reducing state and federal aid
subsidies which are tied to the
number of pupils. . An
Associated Press spot check
showed, however, that the
severity of the problem varies
from state to state and even
from district to district.
In Hawaii, officials say no
layoffs are planned; Michigan
educators say the ratio of
students to teachers has
dropped from 24.8 to 1 in 1971-





Ohio educators, in contrast,
report that enrollment
dropped about 41/2 percent
from 1975-76 to 1977-78; the
number of fulltime teachers
decreased 4 percent. Roger
Lulow of the Ohio Department
of Education, said staff
reductions — past, present
and future — were due mainly
to the "increased total cost of
education and-or the failure of
voters to approve local school
levies." Voters in Cleveland
have rejected two school tax
proposals this year alone;
, officials say they have no way
to balance next year's budget,
let alone make up a $20 million
deficit left from last year.
• On a nationwide basis,
figures from the U.S. Office of
Education-show enrollment in
public -elementary and
secondary schools dro_pped 7
percent from 1971-72 to 1977-
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's my job to hejp you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a-
basket of gifts to dehght your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have





s Church of Christ









78, while the number of
teachers rose 6 percent. No
one knows what this fall's
figures will show.
Budget troubles are
entrenched -in some states.
Four districts in Oregon, for
example, closed temporarily
during the 1976-77 school year
because voters rejected
proposed budgets. Things
could gel even worse this year
if voters approve "Measure
6," an initiative patterned
after California's Proposition
13, limiting property taxes.
Other areas are just
beginning to face the financial
squeeze. Philadelphia laid off
1,800 teachers in May, the-first
time that city teachers had
been fired solely to balance
the budget. "Increased
operating costs and static
revenues," was, the way
school district spokesman
William Jones summed up the
problem.
The June 6 passage of
Proposition 13 brought war-
nings of mass layoffs in
California. The warnings have
not come true so far, mainly
because of a nearly $5 billion
state surplus that is being -
used to make up for revenues
lost in the 57 percent property
tax cut.
"Statewide, I doubt if there
will be a lot of teachers laid
off," said Vic Biondi, aide to
Wilson Riles, state school
superintendent.
The budgets deadline has
been extended from Aug. 10 to
Sept. 10. There already have
been some cuts, however —
mainly in supplelnentary
services like adult education
and summer school and in the
tumber of non-teaching
employees — and authorities
express concern about what
will happen next year, when
there may ,pe no surplus to
draw on.
"Our first concern is to keep
cuts as- far away from the
classroom as possible," said
Bill McMurray, • executive
director of the Classroom
Teachers Association of San
Francisco.
Officials in Oregon are
making contingency plans in
the event voters approve a
November ballot measure
limiting property taxes to 1.5
_plec,ent of market value.
"Ili lot bf districts aretiaving
.Money crunch," said Stan
Boman of the Missouri
National Education
Association. He said proposed
boosts in school levies —
which require approval of two-
thirds of the voters — are
being rejected. "They go down







hold its first meeting at 10
a.m. July 26 in the state board
room, 17th floor, Capital Plaza
Tower.
Wendell P. Butler,
secretary of the Education
and Arts Cabinet, will act as
temporary chairtnan until the
-committee selects its chair-
man.
The committee, appointed
last month by the governor,
will discuss Hoese Bill 579, the
Educational Improvement
Act, with Department of
Education personnel. Henry
Pogue, a member of the
committee and chairman of









Murray school board member
Maurice Ryan, to serve
























Comfortable and classy ,
slacks complemented
by cinch bock waist,
button- tab pock•hr,v--•
buckle tab waist or
white; red or navy stre-
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1 legal Notice
LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS! 0
2 Notice 2 Notice 242 Notice
AS OF July 2 1, 1978, 1, FOR WATKINS
James Franklin Products. Contact
Hargrove will not be Holman Jones, 217
responsible for an South 13th., Phone 753-
debts other than my "-
own
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
('ALIAWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CLIFF FINNEY Plaintiff, VERSUS GENE
STEVEN ALEXAIDER, a/k/a STEVE ALEXAN-
DER, a/k/a STEVEN ALEXANDER d/b/a EARTH
MOVERS, and wife, SARA LEE ALEXANDER, ET
-AL, Defendant
NOTICE OF SALE
-N;-- By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
'Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the June Term
thereof 1978. in the above cause, for the sum of
Nineteen Thousand Six and 03/100 1;19,006.03)
Dollars, with interest at the rate of nine per cent per
annum from the 14th day of February 1978, until
paid and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
the 24th day of July 1978, at 1:00 O'clock p.m., or
thereabout, upon a credit of six months, the
following described property, to-wit:
Situated in-Calloway County. Kentucky and more
particularly described as follows, viz; Beginning at
a point in the East right-of-way line of Kentucky
Highway 783, also known as the Penny, Road i Air-
port Road) approximately 12 mile North of -Ky.
Hwy. 121. Said beginning point being the Northwest
corner of the herein described tract and the South-
west corner of the Bobby Watson- property; thence
running South 89 degrees 38 minutes East for a
distance dr approximately 360 feet to the center of a
ditch: thence South with said diteh for a distance of
approximately 530 feet to an iron stake; thence
West for a distance of approximately 360 feet to the
East right-of-way of Kentucky Highway 783 Penny
Road: thence North 1 degree 00 minutes East for a
distance of approximately 530 feet to the point of )
beginning.
MORTGAGORS obtained title to the above-
described property by deed from Maurice Wilson, et
ux, dated August 17, 1976, and recorded on
MICROFILM in Book 156, Card 887, In the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
.-travingithe force and effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly tvith these ter-
ms.
Frapls-1, Ryan
Isia,ster Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
r-
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Cir-
cuit Court
Taylor Motors, Inc., Plaintiff versus Ray
Williams DBA Speedway Garage and wife,
Agnes William: Farmers Home Ad-
ministration, Defendants.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the June 23rd
term thereof of 1978 in the above cause, for the -
sum of Seventeen _Thousand One Hundred
Nineteen and 21/100 $17,119.21 ) DollArS. with in-
terest Atsitie rate of $3.2881 per day froth the 25th
day of July., 1977 until paid to the FARMERS_
HOME ADMINISTRATION: and for the sum of
Eighteen Hundred Fifty and 33/100 51,850.33
Dollars with interest thereon at the rate of 8%per
annum from the 29th day of September, 1976 until
paid to the PLAINTIFF, and its costs therein I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on the 24th day
of July, 1978 at 1:00 O'Clock p.m. or thereabout,
upon a credit of six months, the following proper-
ty, to-wit: ,
Lot No. 31 1108 ft. by 1.76 ft.) in Lynnwood
Estates Subdivision approximately 2 miles
Southeast of Murray, Kentucky on Highway 121
in Calloway County as shown on Plat of record of
the Office of the Calloway County Court Clerk's
Plat Book No. 3, Page 32.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
to-execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of a  judgment. Bid-





 WHy IS IT WHEN
ME DICTATES
A LETTER TO
AVE t TS A
LONG ONE"























Care -  153477
Poing Cameral . . . 753-15811
Ste* Mau . . 153-0979
Iteediffie  753-NEED
Learn To had  753-2188
foster
Piloting  753-5362 .













Christ is authorizing for
sale three old church
buildings to be removed
from property. Send
inquire or bid to Rt. 1,
Box 273, Murray, KY















be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All reader
classified A must be




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size..
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free, Parking





business to better serve
this community and in
doing so, we have moved





THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
PEOPLES BANK .OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY,
PLAINTIFF VERSUS LAWRENCE E. FARRAR
and HELEN J. FARRAR: JACKIE NEWBERRy,
d/b/a NEWBERRY TRENCHING COMPANY,
DEFENDANTS _
NOTICE OF.SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the July Ilth
term there of 1978 in the above cause, for the sum of
Forty Five Thousand Five Hundred Eighty Eight
and 09/100 445,588.09) Dollars. plus interest until
paid, to the PLAINTIFF, and the sum of Two
Thousand Eight Hundred Fourteen and No/100
(52,814.001 Dollars, plus interest until paid, 'to the
Defendant, Jackie Newberry, d/b/a Newberry
Trenching Company, and its costs therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in
the City Of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder,
at public auction on the 28th day of July, 1978, at 1:00
O'Clock p.m., or thereabout, FOR CASH, THE
FOLLOWING DESCRIBED PROPERTY,
TO WIT:
Beginning at the State Highway at a branch; then-
ce up said branch to a dogwood tree; thence North
60'2 degrees west to a dogwood tree on the West
Quarter Section line 95 poles and 15 links; thence
south with Quarter Section line 56 poles to a stake;
thence south 5P2 degrees east to State Highway;
thence northward with said Highway 33 poles to the
-beginning, containing 30 acres more or less, EX-
CEPT TVA highway right of way and also one-half
acre on which TVA has flowage easement and EX-
CEPT approximately 3,-2 acres heretofore sold to
VEI.BERT BURKKEN,. et us, by deed dated Sep-
tember 5, 1952, which is of record in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court in Deed Book 94,
Page 569. This being the same property that the
Defendants obtained title to by deed dated Novem-
ber 27,1972 from James F Sullivan et us and recor-
ded in Book 151, Card No. 2837.
AND o.
3974 Atlantic Mobile Home, Model taTAC-1/1150;
Serial #121-4969-6066.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must pay
cash. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms.
FRANK RYAN, MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLO WAY CIRCUT COURT
WWI iS IT THE SPOTLiGHT"
SHiNES ON THE PRIMA
BALLERINA ANP NOT ON
THE WARDROBE MISTRESS?
WkY iS IT vs/NEN
- YOU ASK, *WHY 15 IT,"
YOU CreT ANOTHER
WHY 15 IT?


























BIBLE FACTS INC. -
Isaiah 55:6 states "Seek
ye the Lord while he
may be found, call ye
upon him while he is-
near: Now is the time
to seek GOD! Bible
Services ,Saturdays 3
P.M. to 4:30 P.M. Bible
answers or study
anytime. 759-4600.







5 Lost And Found
MALE BLACK Labrador
Retriever. Reward




MONEY in paper clip in
College Courts area.


















Should have at least 2




to Box 3867, Evansville










in person at Rib Shack.
753-4171.
STATION ATTENDANT
needed. Apply at X-Cel
Oil Co., 403 Sycamore.
TEACHER NEEDS
dependable person to









Good pay. send typed
letter and resume in-
cluding salary history to




Parties has opening for















resume to p. o. Box 32N
6 Help Wanted
UNATTACHED LADY to
live in and care for
unattached invalid lady._
Hbme and salary. 759-
1661.
10 Business Opportunity
BODY SHOP in basement
on private half acre,
approximately 3 miles
from town. Call 753-0945
or 1-615-232-6943. -
WELL ESTABLISHED
BUSINESS for sale due



















13. For Sale Or Trade
A REAL nice naugahyde
'Much, makes a bed,
bittersweet color. Will
trade for antique of
similar value. 753-7941.
14 Want To Buy
WANT TO buy used Gym
Set. Call 436-2742 after
6:00.
CORN ON COB. 436-2555.
BOY'S 20 inch bike. Gall_
753-7650.
WANT TO BUY STAN-
DING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757.
15 Articles For Sale
PEA SHELLERS, does a
bushel in 30 minutes,
$9.88. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
FOR SALE most any type
of decorative rock,
white, pea gravel, or
brown. Also for sand,
lime, or driveway rock
call or see Roger
Hudson, 753-6763 or 753-
4545.
CFIIMNEYS, all fuel,






500 or 597, $43.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
FREEZER BEEF choice
grain fed-aged - beef.
Front quarter, 85 cents a
pound, whole of half 95
cents a pound, hind






8201 off 641. One mile
north of Paris on old
Murray Road.
WE BUY AND SELL used
Air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
15' RUNABOUT boat and
small stainless steel






load of school desks
















FOR SALE, 26 sheWriew
walnut paneling $5 Per
sheet. 753-3704.
15 Articles For Sale
FOR SALE! 16 CC
Sinkers-50 lb. box
$12.95. Styrofoam In-
sulation 4x8 $2.40, 1"
4x8 $4.80. Particle Board
12" 4x8 $3.75, 58" 4x8
$4.5. Plywood 12" 4x8
$6.75, '44" 4x8 $8.00.
Exterior Siding 4x8,$7.00
SC up. Shingles No. 1
$18.75 per sq. Shower
Stalls $125.00 ea.
Paneling 80 selections of
4x8 sheets from $2.75 to
$11.00. Vanities from
$45.00 and up. Vinyl
Floor Covering $2.50 yd.




carports from 5.13 to
$.28 per sq. ft. New loade.,_
of used office desks,. &
chairs. New load of
doors ;5.00 & up. New
load of plexiglas $1.20
per sq. ft. & up. Ross &
Tuck Salvage Mdse.,
Inc. Hwy. 45, 1 Mi. So.
Martin, Tn. Phone: 587-
2420 Martin, Tn. 38237.
Open on Sat. until 3:00
p.m.




102 N. 4th - 753-52/7
ONE SANYO, receiver,
one Scott turntable, two
Craig 5107 speakers.
Will sell separatley or
getë753-728.
SINGER GOLDEN Touch
& Sew Deluxe Zig-Zag,
Model 630. Call 753-9819.
19 Farm Equipment
BUSH HOG type mowers,
.4.1,1295; 5', $325; 6', $475;
7', 5650. Kough
Equipment, 10 miles
west of Murray on 94.
Call 382-2207.
FOR SALE tobacco- ana
tomato sticks. Call 489-
2126.
WANT TO BUY 1 row pull
type corn picker. Phone
753-6215 or 753-8329.
WD 45 Allis Chalmers
• tractor with equipment.











1962 23' OWENS cruise,
150 hp Mercruise engine,
$3000 or will trade for




top boat and igletior. Call _
753-1261.
ANTIQUE BRASS fire'
screen and irons, like
new, for set. Topper
for El Camino $100. Call
753-3017.
TWO 2000 GALLON tanks










759-1078 after 4 p.m.
FOR SALE, formica and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, sizes 2'x4' -
4'xI2' at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.














sword, white fabric, 753-
5281.
WESTINGHOUSE frost







than 2 years old, $625,





bedroom suite with box
springs and matress,
good condition Call 753-
3730.
BATH TUB, new, never
uncrated, right hand.
White" antique bed with







- 12th Glendale, 753-
Mb Now
Petting;
Of vinyl cushion floor
on aalv-at Wiggins
Furniture, 641 North.
20 HP MERCURY out-
board, runs- good, $4.50.
Also boat and trailer,
call 436-2516.
14' MAXCRAFT bass
boat, 30 hp Chrysler and
trolling motor, $1500.
Call 759-1941 after 4 p.m,
or can be seen at




wench and trailer hitch.
call 7534119 or; 753-6209.
FOR SALE: 1977
aluminum 17 ft. Run-A-
Bout Bow Rider with
walk-thru windshield,
1977 Johnson 85 hp Tilt
and Trim motor, less
than 10 hours use and
1977 Holsclaw trailer,
vinyl top, bow, aft and
side curtains, cost new










piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons
age 6 and up - begin-
ners to advanced.








Ky. Across from Irving
Cobb Hotel. Ph. 443-3879.
Shop if you like, but






Selection - quality -
price cannot be beat
anywhere. Shop for































doors and wire mesh
draw screen, all sizes
and finishes, $64.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
WANT A PEN PAL? Mail
Date line, P.O. Box 215,
Puryear, TN giving age
and race.
MISCELLANEOUS
ITEMS for sale. 30x60
formica top desk,
portable dog pen, 20 cu.
tt. side by side
refrigerator, golf clubs,
aricl5I-2 year old English














bargain in a 25" color
TV? Just received a
shipment of 100
Magnavox TV. Four




is your gain. Come in




27 Mobile Home Sales
12x60 5TH Avenue, air
conditioned and partbr
furnished, underpinned
with "tie down straps.
753-5233 after 6 p.m.
1976 MODEL 14x70 real
nice mobile home,
completely furnished on





3,4 acre lot. This home is
in excellent condition
with many extras.
Located about 3 miles
out of Murray just off 94
Eon Hwy. 280 about lbs
miles. First gravel road
past East Elementary,
third mobile home on
the left. Can be seen
after 5 p.m. and all day
weekends.
12 x 61 MOBILE home, 3
bedroom, bath „and half.
753-0566.
DOUBLE WIDE mobile
home for, sale, 753-9422
or 753-9706.
12 x 60 TWO BR with
separate 1.1tility room.
753-1335 or 489-2774.








owners must sell 1977
Skyline, 14x70. Call 492-
8892 after 5 p.m.
28 Heating Cooling
l,500 BTU Frigielaire air
conditioner, good








29 Mobile Home Rentals
FOR RENT. 2 bedroom
trailer, Shady Oaks. 489-
2533.
THREE BR trailer east Of
Akita, $80 per mittith.
753-8791
1, 2, and 3 Bit 10, 12 and
14 ft. wide; Cetttratia1r„.
s a.y las; new fur-
niture. .Call 753-5209
after 6. Shady Oaks.
MOBILE HOMES an
mobile home spaces for







































































































































































































31. Want To Rent
HOUSE NEEDED for 3
students in town or
country. Call 753-0749.
37. Livestock Supplies
ONE SOW and eight pigs
for sale. 753-9681.
WANT PASTURE for 4 SIX 10 WEEK old pigs for
herses. Call /53-7619. sale. 436-2555.
LOCAL PERSON wants a
small private - apart-
ment, 1 BR near
University. Willing to fix
up. Call E. H. Lax or
Debbie Patton at 753-
5285.
32 Apartments For Rent








housing, 2 BR un-
furnished apartments.
Apply in person at
Murray Manor, Office,






Married couple or single






Available August 10, 436-
5479.
34 Houses For Rent
. RE-DECORATED
4try home, electric, city water, couple,
garage, garden, no pets,
references, 753-7551.
36 For Rent Or lea.ae
TWELTH STREET, B-4
Commercial lot for
lease. 175' frontage 189'










all young cows and







boys and girls clothes,
housewares, glassware
items, 1607 Catalina
Drive, Just off S. 16th St.
Friday, July 21, 9-5 and
Saturday, July 22, 7 till
dark.
COCK-A-P00 PUPPIIIV
for sale, $25. Call 753-
3197.
AKC REGISTERED
Collie pups, 3 females,
850 with papers, $25
without papers. Call 498-
8231.' •
ST. BERNARD AKC
registered, 5 months old.
Rare color, white with
blue eyes, $100. Call 436-
2711.
TWO COCKER SPANIEL

















chest of drawers, lawn
mower, TV, party is
moving.
MOVING SALE:
Saturday, July 22, 602
Vine, St. 8 till ?
everything from a curry
comb to a walking cane.
Furniture, clothes from




Friday July 21, 10 a.m.
till? Come and see.
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
 41.1M11111111r 
LAWN SLAE Friday and
Saturday, July 21-22, §





nacks, 507 Beale Street.
THREE PARTY yard





laundry tubs, milk cans,
clothes all sizes, tire













niture, drapes, old bot-
tles, . miscellaneous
items...lots of junk. •
A "MUST" Sala
For The Economically •
minded person
In Case Of Rain










from 7:30 -?, 507
Whitnell, furniture,
toys, clothing, high
chair, stroller, lots of
odds and ends.
SIX PARTY yard sale at
.. 608 S. 9th Friday and
Saturday.
15 Miles From Ky. Lake
Reduced to $65,000. approx.. 2,600 sq. ft. 
big W-13
fireplace in large den and dining area. Kit. 
has fine
wood cabinets and pantry, Blt-in stove and 
dishwasher,
laundry room, formal Lit and foyer, 4 large b
ed-sitting
I
rooms, 2 baths with plumbing for 3rd in attac
hed 2 car
heated garage and work area, cent heat pump 
and air




SEE US TO BUY!
LIST WITH US TO SELL!
Mobile Home - 60' x 12', furnished, on 2 lots. Cot-
tage on Lake -- in Pine Bluff Shores, $15,900. Home









36 Acres water and ewer lines on..property, ex -
cellent investnient property.









cleaner, bike most items
. 25 cents. Saturday, 7
am.- 2 p.m., 1613 Ryan.





106 N. 17th.  
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday, 8 a.m.  to
dusk, 2.2 miles North of
121 Bypass on 16th el-
tended. Motorcycle,
infants, girls, boys to




GARAGE SALE, Is mile
North of Almo Heights,





tique hutch top with
glass doors, chairs, 2
antique dressers, old
cabinet, and
miscellaneous. 503 S. 6th
after 8 a.m.
YARD SALE, July 21 and
22. Complete bee hive,




s- i e s 1 2. ,
misceilaaeous. 1809
• MIler:11:1r Friday and
Saturday, July 21 and 22
YARD SALE, Saturday.
July 22, 3 p.m. till 7
p.m., Hwy 121 West of
Coldwater. In case of









FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres tt mile south of
Wiseharts Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.
SPECIAL REDUCED, 2
BR mobile home with
gas heat, window air
conditioner, built-in
range on 100 x 125 lot, 1




With The Friendly Touch"
REDUCED! 'REDUC-
ED!. . . This is a find
for the family desiring
a wooded location with
224' of lake frontage.
Living room, dining
room, kitchen, 2 baths,
2 bedrooms. Central
heat & air, fireplace.
See This Today. Boyd-
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
COZY IS cute but big is
better.. .Sit on your
screened-in porch and
watch the boats go
by.. Work in your
workshop - then enjoy




WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. This is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown,






REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531










Street. 3 BR home
presently rented for $150
per month. Large lot
with fenced back yard,
and garden spot. Low,





HOME 2 apartments. Let
your tenants help pay the
mortgage! Estra nice three BR
two bath brick only two
blocks west of MSU commis.
Apartments now rented for
$180 monthly. Nome alone
worth over $35,000. Acting
$49,500.
Nouse L 44 acre lot located
ay • North 16th Street. 3
-Trisslisors Mock. Noise herr
natural gas heat plus wood
furnace for the economy min
ded. Plenty of space for a
garden. Priced at $20,500.
BRICK HOME plus in-
come property. Move
into this beautiful home
and pay mortgage with
present additional in-
come of $450 per mo.
This home has 3
bedrooms, 1'2 baths,
formal living and dining
room, birch cabinets,
oven and range,
ceritral air, natural gas
heat. Income property. isi
furnished and fully -







' Prof es,iona I Services
With The I. riendly Touch
NEWI,Y LISTED - 1
year old 3 bedroom
B.V., 2'2 baths, great
room, kitchen,
fireplace w/heat-o-lat-
or. Heat pump, patio, 2
car garage. Located
Bendefield Sub-divisi-
on. Priced right. Mid
40's. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301
PHONE
502-685-4961
1974 Mercury Monterey,4 door, double puller and
air. 
1972 Chevrolet Impala, station Vk
passenger, double power and air.
on, 9
1972 Chevrolet Impala, 4 door, blue, doubt i power
and air. 47,000 actual miles.
1968 Chevrolet, 2 door, hardtop, doublt power
and ,iir
1969 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door, double power ,ind air.
2 Demos-Big Savings-
1978 Pontiac Grand Prix






-singled c isstomet, Aft Our
Main c °Kern"
1406 West Ma* • 753-3315
aCa=1111
BY OWNER on Cir-
carama Drive. 3 BR,










ERTY for sale. Located
on South 12th Street.
Ideal location for
restaurant, or any retail
business. This is a 137' x
183' lot, prime business
location. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
43 Real Estate
SNUG AS A ling in a
Rug.. You'll enjoy the
feeling of contentment
in this neat 2 BR, 1 bath
home in Almo. A great
starter home with large
yard and priced to sell at
$14,500. for an ap-
pointment call Loretta




call.. fantastic value it
the only way to describil
this 3 BR double widi
mobile home on 2 acrel
in Kirksey area. Selt
with or without furniturq
or will consider trade awl
property in town. Can
Loretta Jobs Realtors at
753-1492 or 753-2249.
4.1b
Investment property, Duplex-live in one side let
the other make the payments. Has extra lot with
mobile home hook-up., approximately 1950 sq. ft.
living area both properties for $31,500.
185 acres, 312 miles south of Lynn Grove. One,
of the best farms in Calloway County. Has good
farm buildings, water, tobacco bases. Brick
home, good location Call about this one!
Are you a fix-it map? If so this is a place you
should check on. Hat good potential, located on
Garden Street.
Three bedroom, 2 bath hOme located in Oaks
Country Club. Has central gas heat, central air,
patio overlooking well landscaped lot. Extra
large corner lot affords plenty of privacy. House
is quality built-all outside trim is Aluminum..
60's.
Sharp 2 bedroom home at good location in Hazel
on Large corner lot. Has central gas h'e'at and
air, wall to wall carpets, _ thermopane windows,
storm doors, well insulated. Priced at $20,000.
;MU
- This 3 bedroom aluminum siding home is located
on 5 acres of land near Alrno. Only $18,750.
house and 3 4 acre located in city limits on North'
16th. Has own well with city water available.
Central gas heat, storm windows, has lots of
possibilities, 820,500.
Three bedroom, 1 1-7 bath brick home with garage
located in Westwood Subdivision. Central-elec-
tric heat and air, wall-to-wall carpets, family-
kitchen combination, outside storage. Priced at
$36,900.
Three bedroom home on '7, acre lot. Range,
oven, hot water heater, all new, carpets less than
2 years old. Lots of fruit trees, out
side storage
building, wired with concrete floor. Priced in 
low
30's.
Extra nice mobile home on 100 x 175 lot. Gas
heat, wall to wall carpet, covered patio, city
_ water. Priced at $8,750.
For $8,500.00 you can buy this 3 bedroom frame
on t-2 acre lot close to city.
Owners says sell this 3 bedroom home with 3
acres on 121 South. All rooms are large with ex-
tra built-ins. Family room has fireplace. All kit-
chen appliances go with house. Priced in low 50's
75 acre farm located 2 miles southwest of
Murray. Has extra nice 3 bedroom 2 bath brick
home with 2 car attached garage. Good farm
buildings, tobacco base, bottom crop land. Will
sell all or part.
Forty-two acre farm with 3 bedroom brick home
located on State Line road west of Hazel. Has
good outbuildings, good well. House has central
gas heat, storm windows, doors, den, full
basement. Low 70's
Nice older home on Pine Street has 3 bedrooms,
fireplace, central gas heat. Well kept home with
many possibilities. Below 820,000.
Very nice home located at 1902 Greenbrier on
large lot. Has central gas heat and central air,
carport, large bedrooms, kitchen-family com-





Large family? Look at this 4 to 5 bedroom home,
1 acre lot located on Coles Camp Road. Has cen-
tral heat and air, R-19 insulation, redwood deck,
2 baths, living room with fireplace. Low 40's, a










1 Leta i Notice
PAGE 10 THE MURRAY, Ky. , LEDGER A TIMES, Friday, sly 21, 1978
LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES.FOR BIG RESULTS!
1 Notice 2 Notice
AS OF Jul) 21, 1978, 1.
James Franklin
Hargrove will not be
responsible Tor an)





South 13th., Phone 753-
3128
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CLIFF FINN'EY Plaintiff, VERSUS GENE
STEVEN ALEXANDER, a/k/a STEVE ALEXAN-
DER, a/k/a STEVEN ALEXANDER cVb/a EARTH
MOVERS, and wife. SARA LEE ALEXANDER, ET
AL, Defendant
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the June Term
thereof" 1978, in the above cause, for the sum of
Nineteen Thousand Six and 03/100 (619,006.03i
Dollars, with interest at the rate of nine per cent per
annum from the 14th day of February 1978, until
paid and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Court House cickir in the City of Murray,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
the 24th day of July 1978, at 1:00 O'clock p.m., or
thereabout, upon a credit of six months, the
following described property, to-wit:
Situated in Calloway County. Kentucky and more
particularly described as follows, viz: Beginning at
a point in the East right-of-way line of Kentucky
Highway 783, also known as the Penny Road (Air-
port Road) approximately '2 mile North of Ky.
Hwy. 121. Said beginning point being the Northwest
corner of the herein described tract and the South-
west corner of the Bobby Watson property; thence
running South 89 degrees 38 minutes East for a ,
distance of approximately 360 feet to the center of a
ditch; thence South, with said ditch for a distance of
approximately 530 feet to an iron stake; thence
West for a distance of approximately 360 feet to the
East right-of-way of Kentucky Highway 783 Penny
Road); thence North 1 degree 00 minutes East for a
distance of approximately 530 feet-to the 'point of
beginning.
--MORTGAGORS obtained title to the above-
described property by deed from Maurice Wilson, et
ux, dated August 17, 1976, and recorded on
.MICROFILM in Book 156, Card 887, in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the.foree and effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with these ter-
ms.
Frank L Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
COMMISSIONER'S SALE'
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Cir-
cuit Court
Taylor Motors, Inc., Plaintiff versus Ray
Williams DBA Speedway Garage and wife,
Agnes Williams; Farmers Home Ad-
ministration, Defendants.
NOTICE OF SALE -
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the June 23rd
term thereof of 1978 in the above cause, for the
sum of Seventeen Thousand One Hundred
Nineteen and 21/100 ($17,119.21 Dollars with in-
terest at the rate of 33.2881 per day from the 25th
day of July, 1977 until paid to the FARMERS
HOME ADMINISTRATION: and for the sum of
Eighteen Hundred Fifty and 33/100 ($1,850.33
Dollars with interest thereon at the rate of 8%per
annum from the 29th day of September, 1976 until
paid tolhe PLAINTIFF, and its costs therein I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on the 24th day
of July; 1978 at 1:00 O'Clock p.m. or thereabout.
upon a credit of six months, the following proper-
ty, to-wit:
Lot No. 31 (108 ft. by 176 ft.) -in Lynnwood
Estates Subdivision- approximately 2 miles
Southeast of Murray, Kentucky on Highway 121
in Calloway County as shown on Plat of record of
the Office of the Calloway County Court Clerk's
Plat Book No.- 3, Page 32.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bid-
ders will be prepared to coinply promptly with
these terms.
Frank Ryan, Master Comrogsioner
Calloway Circuit Court
SUM SKIM
wmy 16 ST rimEN
I HE DICTATES

























Poison Centel . .  753-75U
Senior Citizens . .  753-0919
Needling  753-NEED
















--t(ddirater Church- ef -
Christ is authorizing for
sale three old - church
buildings to be removed
from property. Send
inquire or bid to Rt. 1.
Box 273, Murray, KY














be submitted by 12








...itbring us yours for extra
copiesiMade from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
,j 10 $2.40. Fast service.
ittraTt; 118 Solith 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking





business to better serve
this community and in
doing so, we have moved




THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY,
PLAINTIFF VERSUS LAWRENCE E. FARRAR
and HELEN J. FARRAR: JAC/CIE NEWBERRY,
cVb/a NEWBERRY TRENCHING CCIMPANY,
DEFENDANTS
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the July Uth
term there of 1978 in the above cause, for the sum oLL
Forty Five Thousand Five Hundred Eighty Fighti6
and 09/100 $45,588.09a Dollars, plus interest until
paid, -to the PLAINTIFF, and the sum of Two
Thousand Eight Hundred Fourteen and No/100
($2,814.00) Dollars, plus interest until paid, to the
Defendant, Jackie Newberry, cl/b/a Newberry
Trenching Company, and its costs therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court Heuse door in
the City Of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder,
at public auction on the 28th day of July, 1978, at 1:00
O'Clock p.m., of thereabout, FOR CASH, THE_
FOLLOWING DESCRIBED PROPERTY,
-TO WIT:
Beginning at the State Highway at a branch; then-
ce up said branch to a dogwood tree; thence North
60'2 degrees west to a dogwood tree on the West
Quarter Section line 95 poles and 15 links; thence
south with Quarter Section line 56 poles to a stake;
thence south 51'2 degrees east to State Highway;
thence northward with said Highway 33 poles to the
beginning, containing 30 aores more or less, EX-
CEPT TVA highway right of way and also one-half
acre on which TVA has flowage easement and EX-
CEPT approximately 322 acres heretofore sold to
VEIJ3ERT BURKEEN, et ux, by deed dated Sep-
tember 5, 1952, which is of record in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court in Deed Book 94,
Page 569. This being the same property that the
Defendants obtained title to by deed dated Novem-
ber 27, 1972 from James E. Sullivan et ux and recor-
ded in Book 151, Card No. 2837.
AND
1974 Atlantic Mobile Home, Model 003TAC-0/1150;
Serial #21-4-969-6066. •
For the purchase prite, the purchaser must pay
cash. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms.
FRANK RYAN, MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUT COURT
n/wY 5 iT TwE SPOTLi&NT
5+0.4E6 ON THE PRIMA
BALLERINA NV NOT ON
ruE WARDROBE MISTRESS?
-
WWY IS IT WHEN






























BIBLE FACTS INC. -
Isaiah 55:6 states -Seek
ye the Lord while he
may be found, call ye
upon him while he is
near:" Now is the time
to seek GOD! Bible
Services Saturdays 3
P.M. to 4:30 P.M. Bible
'answers or study








5 Lost And Found
UNATTACHED LADY to
live in and care fer
unattached invalid lady.
Home and salary. 759-
1661.
10 Business Opportunity
BODY SL1OP in basement
on private half acre,
approximately 3 miles ,
from town. Call 753-0945
or 1-615-232-6943.
WELL ESTABLISHED
BUSINESS for sale due



















13 For Sale Or Trade
A REAL nice naugahyde
couch, makes a bed,
bittersweet color. Will
trade for antique of
similar' value. 753-7941.
14. Want To Buy
WANT TO buy used Gym
Set. Call 436-2742 after
6:00.
MALE BLACK Labrador 
' Retriever. Reward,_C
ORN ON COB. 436-2555.
offered, 753-9382 after -9
p.m.
FOUND SUM'.OF
MONEY in paper clip in
College Courts area.
Must be able to identify.
Call 767-6154.
NEED BABYS11TER for
infant Morning light -
housework. .Need own
transportation. Send











Should have 'at least 2




to Box 3867, Evansville










in person at Rib Shack.
753-4171.
STATION ATTENDANT
needed. Apply at X-Cel
Oil Co., op Sycamore.
TEACHER NEEDS
dependable person to









Good pay. Send typed
letter and resume in-
cluding salary history to



















resume to p, O. Box 32N,
BOY'S 20 inch bike. Call
753-7650.
WANT TO BUY STAN-
DING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757.
15 Articles For Sale
PEA SHELLERS, does a
bushel in 30 minutes,
$9.88. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
FOR SALE most any type
of decorative rock;
white, pea gravel, or
brown. Also for sand,
lime, or driveway rock
call or see Roger
Hudson, 753-6763 or 753-
- 4545.
_CHIMNEYS, all fuel,










Front quarter, 85 cents a
pound, whole of half 95
cents a pound, hind





Meat Processing, _. 642-
8201 off 641. One mile
north of Paris on old
Murray Road.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
15' RUNABOUT boat and
small stainless steel





15 Articles For Sale
FOR SALE 16 CC
Sinkers-50 lb. box
-$12 95. -Styrofoam In-
sidation '2" 4x8 $2.40, 1"
4x8 $4.80. Particle Board
4x84.1.75, 4x8
$4.25. Plywood 22" 4x8
$6.75, N." 4x8 $8.00.
Exterior Siding 4x8 $7.00
& up. Shingles No. I
$18.75 per sq. Shower
Stalls $125.00 ea.
Paneling 80 selections of
4x8 sheets from $2.75 to
$11.00. Vanities from
$45.00 and up. Vinyl
Floor Covering $2.50 yd.




carports from '$.13 to
3.28 per sq. ft. New load
of used office desks, &
chairs. New load of
doors $5.00 & up. New
load of plexiglas $1.20
per sq. ft. & up. Ross &
Tuck Salvage Mdse.,
Inc. Hwy. 45, 1 Mi. So.
Martin, Tn. Phone: 587-
2420 Martin, Tn. 38237.
Open on Sat. until 3:00
p.m.
I




102 N. lb - 753 5317
Just received another
load of school desks





Got 5 water coolers..
Murray Ford Tractor,
520 S. 4th, 759-4895.
ONE SANYO, receiver,
one Scott turntable, two
Craig 5107 speakers.
Will sell separalley or
together. 753-7228.
ANTIQUE BRASS fire
screen and irons; like
blew, $5 for set. Topper
for El Camino $100. Call
753-3017.
TWO 2800' GALLON tanks



















FOR SALE, 20 sheets new
walnut paneling 15 per
sheet. 753-3704.
FOR. SALE, formica and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, sizes 2'x4' -
4'x12' at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.














sword, white fabric, 753-
5281'
WESTINGHOUSE frost







than 2 years old, $625,





bedroom suite with box
springs and matress,
good condition. Call 753-
3730.
BATH TUB, new, never
uncrated, right hand
White antique bed with




& Sew Deluxe Zig-Zag,
Model 630. Call 753-9819.
19 Farm Equipment
!lusts HOG type mowers,
4', $295; 5', $325; 6', $475;
7', $650. Kough
Equipment, 10 miles
west of Murray on 94.
Call 382-2207.
FOR SALEtobacco- ono
tomato sticks. Call 489-
2126.
REPOSSESSED GE
clothes dryer only $13
'per month,
Goodyear ServiceS.tore,




Of vinyl cushion floor
an sale at Wiggins
Furniture, 641 North.
WANT TO BUY 1 row pail
type corn picker. Pone
753-6215 or 753-8329.
WD 45 Allis Chalmers
tractor with equipment.








Vinson Tractor Co. 753-
4892.
20. Sports Equipment
1962 23' OWENS cruise,
ISO hp Mercruise engine,





top boat and motor. Call
753-1261.
20 HP MERCURY out-
board, runs good, $150.
Also boat and trailer,
call 436-16.
14' MAXCRAFT bass
boat, 30 hp Chrysler and
trolling motor, $1500.
Call 759-1941 after 4 p.m.
or can be seen at




wench and trailer hitch.
call 7534119 or 753-6209.
FOR SALE: 1977
aluminum 17 ft. Run-A-.
Bout Bow Rider with
walk-thru windshields
1977 Johnson 85 hp Tilt
and Trim motor, less
than 10 hours use and
1977 Holsclaw trailer,
vinyl top, bow, aft and.
side curtains, cost new









piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
'teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons
age 6 and up - begin-
ners to advanced.
Rental purchase plan on







Ky. Across from Irving
Cobb Hotel. Ph. 443-3879.
Shop if you like, but






Selection - quality -
price cannot be beat,
anywhere. Shop for






























doors and wire mesh
draw screen, all sizes
and finishes, $84-99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
WANT A PEN PAL? Mail
Date line, P.O. Box 215,
Puryear, TN giving age
and race.
MISCELLANEOUS
'-,,LTEMS for sale. 30x60
fcirtnica top desk,
portable dog pen, 20 cu.
ft. side- ,by side
refrigerator, 1011..._elubs,
and 51-2 year old English














bargain in a 25" color







is your gain. ,Come in




27 Mobile Home Sales
12x60 5TH Avenue, air
conditioned and partly
furnished, underpinned
with tie down straps.
753-5233 after 6 p.m.
1976 MODEL 14x70 real
nice mobile home,
completely furnished on





aere lot. This home is
in excellent condition
with many extras-.---
Located about 3 miles
out of Murray just off 94
E. on Hwy. 280 about 1 62
miles. First gravel road
past East Elementary,
third mobile home on
the left. Can be- seen
awfetekre5ps.m
12 x 61 MOBILE home, 3
. and all daynd
bedroom, bath and half.
753-0566.
DOUBLE WIDE mobile
_home for sale, 753-9422
or 753-9706.
12 x 60 Tn. BR with
separate Utility room.
753-1335 or 489-2774.








owners must sell 1977
Skyline, 14x70. Call 492-
8892 after 5 p.m.
28 Heating & Cooling










29 Mobile Home Rentals
FOR RENT, 2 bedroom
trailer, Shady Oaks. 489-
2531'
THREE BR trailer east of
Alma, 00 Per mama.
.7534791. . _• •
1,2, and '3 BR 10, 12, and
14 ft. wide, central air,
shaeky lots, new fur-
nitufe. Call 7534209
after 6. Shady Oaks.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
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31 Want To Rent
HOUSE NEEDED for 3
students in town or
cguntry. Call 753-07490 
37. livestock Supplies
ONE SOW and eight pigs
for sale. 753-9681.
WANT PASTIJIE for 4 SIX 10 WEEK old pigs for
horses. Call 753-7619. sale. 436-2555.
LOCAL PERSON wants a
small private apart-
ment, 1 BR near
University. Willing to fix
up. Call E. H. Lax or
Debbie Patton at 753-
5285.
32 Apartments For Rent


















Matried couple or single






Available August 10, 436-
5479.
34 Houses For Rent
RE-DECORATED
country home, electric
heat, city water, couple,




lease. 175' frontage 189'
'deep. Call 753-7618 after
5:00.




all young cows and




for sale, $25. Call 753-
3197.
AKC REGISTERED
Collie pups, 3 females,
$50 with papers, $25
without papers. Call 498-
8231.
ST. BERNARD AKC
registered, 5 months old.
'Rare color, white with
blue eyes, $100. Call 436-
2711.
TWO 3Q 10ER SPANIEL

















chest of drawers, lawn
mower, TV, party is
moving.
MOVING SALE:
Saturday, July 22, 602
Vine, St. 8 till ?
everything from a curry
Comb to a walking cane.
Furniture, clothes from




Friday July 21, 10 a.m.
till? Come and see.
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE







boys and girls clothes,
housewares, glassware
items, 1607 Catalina
Drive, Just off S. 16th St.
Friday, July 21, 9-5 and
Saturday, July 22, 7 till
dark.
•
LAWN SLAE Friday and
Saturday, July 21-22, 8
a.m. to 7 p.m. all kinds
of - househod items,
womens 12 0 2,2-224
clothes, baby items,
avon bottles, nick-
nacks, 507 Beale Street.
THREE PARTY yard




. bedspread and curtains,
laundry tubs, milk cans,
clothes all sizes, tire
chains, car tools, and
small electric motors.
-
15 Miles From Ky. Lake
Reduced to $65,000, approx. 2,600 sq. ft. big 
W-B
fireplace•in large den and dining area. Kit. has 
fin
wood cabinets and pantry, Bit-in stove and 
dishwasher,
laundry room, formal I,R and foyer, 4 large b
ed-sitting
rooms, 2 baths with plumbing for 3rd in attached 
2 car
heated garage and work area, cent heat pump 
and air




SEE US TO BUY!
LIST WITH US TO SELL!
Mobile Home -- 60' j 12', furnished, on 2 lots. Cot-
tage on Lake - in Pine Bluff Shores, $15,900. Home









-N036 Actes.witt*,and sewer lines on property, ex-
eellont investramotpropertios.d.--14....„.




forest %sailer 7531071 falai Yowl 153-4946
























I. Case Of Rain










from 7:30 -?, 507
Whitnell, furniture,
toys, clothing, high
chair, stroller, lots of
odds and ends.
SIX PARTY yard sale at






cleaner, bike most items
25 cents. Saturday, 7
am.- 2 p.m., 1613 Ryan
YARD SALE, Friday 8-6
and Saturday 8-4
* Dishes, clothes, canning
Jars, curtains, old
records, miscellaneous.
106 N. 17th. 
_.YARD.SALE, Friday and
Saturday, 8 a.m. to
dusk, 2.2 miles North of
121 Bypass on 16th ex-
tended. Motorcycle.
infants, girls, boys to




GARAGE SALE, i mile
North of Almo Heights,
F'riday and Saturday, 9
till ?.
FOR SAIL, by owner; 25
acres mile south of
Wiseharts Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.
SPECIAL REDUCED, 2
BR mobile home with
gas heat, window air
conditioner, built-in
range on 100 x 125 lot, 1
mile east of Murray.
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate, 753-3263.






With The Friendly Touch''
REDUCEDl -RFsDIJC-1-
ED!. . . This is a find
for the family desiring
a wooded location with'
224' of lake frontage.
Living room, dining




See This Today. Boyd-
Majors Real, Estate,
10514, 12th.
COZY IS cute but big is
better...Sit on your
screened-in porch and
watch the boats go
by.. Work in your
workshop - then enjoy




WE HAVE LUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. This is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown,






REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531








Street. 3 BR home
presently rented for $150
per month. Large lot
with fenced back yard,
and garden spot. Low,




NOME 2 apartments. Let ,
your tenants help pay the
mortgage! Extra nice three BR
two bath- brick ably two
blocks west of MSU campus.
Apartments now rented for
S180 monthly. Nome alone
worth over $35,000. Asking
$49,500.
House / 1/4 acre lot ICKIMed
Clel North 16th Street. 3
bedroom Wreck. Nome has
natural gas heat pits wood
furnace for the economy min-
-And. Plenty of space for a
garden. Priced st 520,500.
BRICK HOME plus in-
come property. Move
into this beautiful home
and pay mortgage with:
present additional
come, of $450 per mo.




built-in oven and range,
central air, natural gas
heat. Income property is
furnished and fully-








Pr 4 ,,1011.91 StfVICeS
With The Friendly Touch.
NEWLY LISTED - 1
year old 3 bedroom
B.V., 2'2 baths, great
room, kitchen,'
fireplace w/heat-o-lat-
or. Heat pump, patio, 2
car garage. Located
Bendefield Sub-divisi-
on. Priced right. Mid
40's. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility. roan,- 2
fireplaces, fully 'carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate






tique hutch top with
glass door, chairs, 2
antique dressers, old ••
cabinet, and
miscellaneous. 503 S. 6th
after 8 a.m.
YARD SALE, July 21 and






Miller, 9-6, Friday and
Saturday, .144-21 entitt. -
YARD SALE; Saturday,
July 22, 3 p.m till 7
p.m., Hwy 121 West of
Coldwater. In case of
rain will be next
Saturday.
1974 Mercury Monterey, 4 door, double p$, er and
air.
1q72 Chevrolet Impala, station w . 'on, 9
power
passenger, double power and air.
1972 Chevrolet Impala, 4 door, blue, &tat,
and air, 47,000 actual miles.
1968 Chevrolet -.2'llbrtr, harOop,,doublr power.
and air.
1969 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door, double power and air.
11enios-Big Savings-
1978 Pontiac Grand Prix
1978 Cadillac El Dorado
lea4.01•Year Spy( I:11
Olds Peorthec Coalest
•Setisfird Cuaomen Ant Our
Main Con( ern-
1406 Witt Meis -753-531s
BY OWNER on Cir-
carama Drive. • 3 BR,










ERTY for sale. Located
on South 12th Street.
Ideal location for
restaurant, or any retail
business. This is a 137' x
183' lot, prime business
location. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
Investment property, Duplex-live in one side let
the other make the payments. Has extra lot with
mobile home hook-up., approximately 1950 sq. ft.
living area both properties for $31,500.
185 acres, 31hr. miles south of Lynn Grove. One
of the best farrtis in Calloway County. Has good
farm buildings, water, tobacco bases. Brick
home, good location Call about this one!
Are you a-fix-it man? If so this is a place you
should check on. Has good potential, located on
Garden Street.
Three bedroom, 2 bath home located in Oaks
Country Club. Has central gas heat, central air.
patio overlooking well landscaped lot. Extra
large corner lot affords plenty of privacy. House
is quality built-all outside trim is Aluminum.,
60's.
Sharp 2 bedroom home at good location in Hazel
on Large corner lot. Has central gas heat and
air, wall to wall carpets, thermopane windows,
storrn doors, well insulated. Priced at $20,000.
•
$
This 3 bedroom aluminum siding home is located
on 5 acres of land near Almo. Only $18,750.
House and 3 4 acre located in city limits on North'
16th. Has-own well with city water .available.
Central gas heat, storm windows, has lots of
possibilities. $20,500.
Three bedroom, 11-2 bath brick home with garage
located'in Westwood Subdivision. Central elec-
tric heat and air, wall-to-wall carpets, family-
kitchen combination, outside storage. Priced at
$36,900.
Three bedroom home on ac-re lot. 
Range,
oven, hut water heater, all new, carpets less 
than
2 years old. Lots of fruit trees, outside 
storage
building, wired with concrete floor. Priced in low
30's.
43 Real Estate
SNUG AS A Bug in a
Rug.. You'll enjoy the
feeling of contentment
in this neat 2 BR, 1 bath
home in Almo. A great
starter home with large
yard and priced to sell at
$14,500. for an ap-
pointnient call Loretta











call. fantastic value is
the only way to describd
this 3. BR double wide
mobile home on 2 acres
in Kirksey area. Sell
with or without furniture
or will consider trade or
property in town. Call
Loretta Jobs Realtors at
753-1492 or 753-2249.
'Extra nice mobile home on 100 x 175 lot. Gas
heat, wall to wall carpet, covered !Patio, city
water. Priced at $8,750.
For $8,500.00 you can buy this 3 bedroom frame
lt acre lot close to city.
Owners says sell this 3 bedroom home with 3
acres on 121 South. All rooms are large with ex-
tra built-ins. Family room has fireplace. All kit-
chen appliances go with hotise. Priced in low 50's
75 acre farm located 2 miles southwest of
Murray. Has extra nice 3 bedroom 2 bath brick
home with 2 car attached garage. Good farm
buildings, tobacco base, bottom crop land. Will
sell all or part.
, Forty-two acre farm with 3 bedroom brick home
located on State Line road west of Hazel. Has
good ofitbuildings, good well. House has central
gas heat, storm windows, doors, den, full
basement. Low 70's
Nice older home on Pine Street has 3 bedrooms,
fireplace, central gas heat. Well kept home with
many possibilities. Below $20,000.
MIN
Very nice home located at 1902 Greenbrier on
large lot. Has central gas heat and central air,
carport, large bedrooms, kitchen-family com-
bination, 1' baths, below $40,000
Large family' Look at this 4 to 5 bedroom home,
1 acre lot located on Coles Camp Road. Has cen-
tral heat and air, R-19 insulation, redwood deck,
2 baths, living room with fireplace. Low 40's, a
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43.Real Estate =OBI
PRICE REDUCED $5000 FOR 
SALE - Ideal





7state and wants to sell!
:Priced now at $30.000.
!Don't delay on this
Atiargin. Act now by
phoning KOPPERUD
REALTY, 'Efi3-1222.
1Guy Spann Realtyour Ity PeopleIii feel fit.,,753 7724vor y
SPLIT ,,LEVEL, this•
- spacous 8 room split
level has in its 4000 sq.
ft. 4 BR, '2 bath, large
recreation room I.R.
kitchen, and utility
room. It hascentral heat
and air, carpet
throughout and its own
private well. Only a
stones throw from
Croppie Hollow, 10 miles
SE of Murray on Hwy
280 just off Hwy. 121.!
'This is your opportunity
to get a steal without
-.--- going to jail. C. W.
-Shelton Real Estate and





FOR SALE by owner. 4
BR 2'? bath, central gas.,
tat and central electric
air. carpet throughout,
fireplace, 2 car garage,
/5 x 20 BV building in
4 back with heat. carpeted
upstaris, front walk,




decorated. Lot on each
side of house both 100 x




South 1 21 h at Sy ca mOrli
TELEPHONE 753-1051
‘kooded building site
consisting of 3.18 'acres
and located in Graves
County 9 miles Sofith-
west of Mayfield at
intersection of Hwy 45
and Bell This is a
choic of property
and vais rietd --very











REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquires
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact us at 753-
1222. Also if you have
been wanting to pur-
chase acreage, contact
us for an update on
properties listed for sale
in Calloway County. We
at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a







With The Friendly Touch.'
Tri-Level home, stone
fireplace w/octatherm
for efficiency di energy
conservation, 3
bedroom. 2'.2- baths,
central heat & air, 2
electric heat pumps,
plush carpeting, plus
kitchen & dining room.
This House Has
Everything! Boyd-Ma-
jors Real Estate, 105
N 12th.
44. Lots For Sale
TWO WATERFRONT




'Dresden, TN., 2 BR home, NE of
Dresden off Hwy. 89.-
*Cuba, KY two and three BR homf,
South of Cuba located on Howard Critl-lr
Road.
*New Concord, KY., 2 BR home.
Owner will finance easy terms low
down payment - or will consider
reasonable cash offer.
For information contact ortall collect
JOE HARTLEY, ,
(502)441-7368 
44 Lots For Sale
BEAUTIFUL PIE
SHAPED lot in Oaks
Estate subdivision, 105
front. 197 on back, 225
deep. Call 753-2636 after
3 p.m.
45 Farms For Sale
FARM FOR SALE by
owner. 70 acre with good
2 BR house located in
-.111nry County. on North
Fork ('hurch Road
Central heat and air.
storm windows and
doors,- good well. Will
sell all or part. Finan-
cing available. Call 498-
8376.
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER-1600
Ketnland, 1'2 story 3
BR special features
49- Used Cars & Trucks
1973 DATSUN 610 wagon,
factory air, AM with
tape, low mileage. Call
753-0011 after 5.




 d I I.3U ST FINISHED READING A Nova
room, family room with...̂OMPLETELY DEVOID OF SEX. I GOT
decorative fire place. -THE S HOC K OF MY L It FE. "
study, game room,




BRICK HOME plus in-
come property. Move'
into this beautiful home
and pay mortgage with
present additional in-
come of $450 per mo.
This home has 3
bedrooms, 1 1 2 baths,
formal living and dining
roord birch cabinets,
built-in oven and range,
central air, natural gas
heat. Income property
is furnished and fully





IT OWNER: W Calihntor, 3
M. brisl, Bring rem, look
diming roma and lacks coo
-., belt-. Intrusdry, taility.
- carport. God 489-2116 after 5
.on.
••••••




People in the know call Gallery when they are
planning a move. -
Whether it be Los Angeles, Dallas, or just across
town in Murray,-kentucky, your local Gallery of








*P-r oteision al Counselors







List With The Leader In.
Ron Talent - 753-9894
James Herndon - 159-1184
Cynthia Gamble - 759-1396
Linda McKinney 753-8567
;NOME FOR, SALE by
owner; 641 N, 4 .miles
from Murray. 3 BR
frame, kitchen-dining
combination, large
utiltiy room, brick patio,
and storage area. 2'2





carpeted. 759-1588 or 753-
7637.




gas heat. quiet area with
shade, patio with gas
grill. Over 2000 feet








FOR SALE BY OWNER.
3 BR brick home With 2
-baths formal living
room, tar-Kr-eat-in
kitchen, and den. In
good location. Call for
appointment at 759-168.3.
HOUSE FOR SALE BY
OWNER. 1614 Kirkwood
DR. Brick, 3 BR, I' z
baths, I,V, entry hall,
den with dining area.
kitchen, %Ail built-in
stove and plenty of
cabinet space, 'Utility
room, electric heat,
fenced back yard with
tool shed and 10
producing fruit trees.
Reduced for quick sale-
upper 30's. ('all 753-8128
or 753-7906.
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
new on market brick, 3
bedroom carpeted, walk
in closets. 2 baths, 2 car-
garage with a storage
room, central gas heat




• den with wood burning
. fire4alace and dining
...-ierave.-kitclico with dig,  a 
-washer and disposal,--.i.-
-1014-in :stove mith.tood. - -... .
--.....p..





landscaped. near ' high
School, 804 Minerva





€i.2 Acres on Jonathan Creek. Adjoins/4y Scout
Camp and TVA 375 mark. Beautiful t wilding
sites overlopkitu‘Ky. lake. City water aind good
road:Terms available.
46. Homes For Sale
THREE ROOM furnished




never been rated. Call
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royal, burgundy on
burgundy with white
top. Has power and air,
extra clean car with
45,000 miles, $2450. Call
492-8102 after 4.00 p.m.
7594999 before -43-m----1974-PINTO, automatic,
radial tires. 51075. 489-
2595. •
FOR 'SALE Honda 450,
good condition, 753-2467
after 5 p.m,
'71 HONDA 450 CC, very
clean, $625. Call 759-1161
or 767-4386
1972 YAMAHA, 125 En-
duro,. 2500 Miles, ex-
cellent condition. $300 or
best offer. 753-7870._
FOR SALE, 1973 Honda
350 SL, Cheap, 753-3707
or 767-3824.
48. Automotive Service
FOR TIRES, in-t e-field
farm tire service, truck






TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway tread. 700x15-, 6
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply.
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Vrallin Hardware,
Paris.
49. Used Cars S. Trucks
1976 DODGE Monaco
station wagon, 35,000
miles, local car, $3475.





Datsun King Cab. Call
328-8649 after 5 p.m.
1973 PLYMOUTH Duster,
factory air, excellent















Hwy. 641 S. or call 753-
1372.
1974 DATSON 710" coupe,
very clean, one owner.










Floored and ready. Up to 12 24 Also born.style, offkes,"anttellok
'nob& home od on:, sad patios, or U MILD, pre :ft completely ready
to assemble up to 24 w 60. Ivy the best for left
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
EAST OF ALM°
3 Bedroom house with approximately acres on
good gravel 31,2 miles East of Alrno. Central heat
and air, bath, carpet, garage. 2 Trailer hook-ups
on property. Ideal location for Hog Farm. Well








1974 BLACK Monte Carlo,




stripes, (till power and
all extras. 753-4891.
1950 FORD Club Coup for
sale. Also restored 1962
Nash convertible. Phone
753-1271.
1973 VEGA 4 speed, GT
series, needs engine
work, $250 or best offer.
Call 759-4804 after 6 p.m.
1969 OLDSMOBILE, 2
door, hardtop, $325 can
,be seen at 502 N. 5th or
call 753-7638.
1975 VOLVO 164 E, ex-
cellent condition. 1973




1966 VOLVO for sale for
parts, $100. Call 753-5058
1975 BUICK LA SABRE
, custom AM-FM stereo
and tape, tilt wheel.
factory mags, $3200.
Call 753-6713 after 3 p.m.
call 753-7612.
1976 MALIBU CLASSIC,




or possibly less. Call 767-
4302 or 753-6666 or see on





runs and looks good.
$650 or best offer. Call
489-2510.
1969 CHEVROLET, make
offer. After 5, 809 Doran
Road.
1977 CAMARO 'C-2b,
yellow, 350, AT, AG, IS,
TB, call 759-4804 after 6
p.m.
FORD customized van.
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
AM-FM radio,
television, speakers
front and rear, couch-




















camper for long wheel
base pick-up. Com-
pletely self-contained
can be seen at ITOu.se of
Willow, 4 miles east on
Hwy. 94. Phone 436-2437
after 8 p.m.
197b 25' STARCRAFT
travel trailer, bunk bed
style 8, complete with
hitch and awning. 753-
7728.
17' TRAVEL trailer
loaded must sell, ‘4?-50,.
753-0111.
1974 VENTURA 1080
sleeps 8, stove, ice box,
and sink, $1300. 753-268.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES -your starmidt
dealer. You've' got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-
way, 4 miles from
Murray. Call 751-0605
51 Services Offered
FOR SALE, Essex soy
bean seed. 489-2602.
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating,










roofs sealed. Call Jack
GlOver 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John




ficient -service. No joIS
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605. -
AIR CONDLTIONING
sales and service, R. C.
Evans, 474-2748.
I DO PAINTING of all
kinds, call day or night
437-4152.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310

















Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN
IN by Sears save on.
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimates.
DO Yet need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate







exterior. Also dry wall





Service in Paducah, 107
.lefferson. Phone 443-
6469. In Murray call
Tony Montgomery 753-
6469
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field












.- cost of natural stone.
-si 
An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we











needs job, wig do baby
sitting, house cleaning,
mow lawns. Call Kathy
at 753-0749.







Also dealers for Volcano
II, the most efficient
wood burner in
America. Solar King of
Mayfield, 247-1253, 607
W. Broadway.






rocked and graded, rip-
rap delivered and
placed, decorated rock,
all kinds, masonry sand,
free estimates. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 p.m.
HOUSE FRAMING, $1.15
per square foot. 437-4338.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-
















ANY KIND of hauling in
city or county. Call 759-
1247 or 753-9685.
FOR FAST SERVICE on
all electrical work, call
Tony Teschner, 354-8531.
If no answer call 354-
8201.
PIANO TUNING and
' repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p.m. 753-7149.
CHIMNEY CLEANING,
bird screens installed,
- minor repair, work by,








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone day
or night 442-7026.
54 Free Column
FREE KITTEN, one grey
male. Call 753-4126.
MALE ONE year old solid
white -Terrier Poodle,
had all shots. 753-6182.
FREE TWO CUTE
female part Beagle
puppies. Call 753-8234 or
come by 1207 Kirkwood,
Hornbuckle Barber Shop
. 209 Walnut Street
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday - 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7 :10 til 5:00
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50 PRICE SHAVE $1.25
CALL 753-4013

























at the Auction Mart in Kuttawa, Ky.
We are 3(1 miles east from Paducah, Ky. on
Hwy. 62 more than 300 items of very beautiful;
rare and hard to find items, including large car-
ved, oak, walnut, pine, maple and mahogany
pieces of furniture, roll top desk, 43 dodo, in-
cluding grandmothet ndf ther, marble and
wall. Pottery brass, chinata Klass items, and
contains pieces of Americ4ji English, German
and Austrian origin, many beautiful marble top
pieces.





















































































































Yes, you could just roll over and sleep until next year hoping for the
housing morket to change — There's olwoys that chance But, most
likely, you'll woke up a year from now, to find that nothing has
really changed, except that housing costs hove risen ogoin.
What hove you missed, •Ecruity for one year *Tax deductions. *A
year's opprecrotion of value. *This year's comfortable money-
market.
Instead of napping for another year, why not yew to a Realtor about
finding just the right home for you.
'CALL A MEMBER OF: I.
THE MURRAY BOARD REA°C)fr
OF REALTORS.
At Beautiful
Three lovely homes . for viewing. Two are
"Spanking" new western cedar. All have large
decks, these are beautiful rustic homes with all
the modern conveniences2All have 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, carpet, fireplace in family room, kitchen
with built-ins, central heat and air. One home Is
stone and cypress and is extra large with many
luxurious features. Surely one of these may be
just what your heart desires.
Take Hwy. 94 East to 280, go 9 miles on 280 to
Open House signs at Cedarling Hills.  94 East
905 Sycamore 753-7724
Prentice Dunn 753-5725 iiouise Baker 753-2409
Guy Spann 753-2587 T. C. Collie 753-5122
Maplewood
New 3 BR brick, 2 bath, with fireplace, priced to
sell, in Maplewood Subdivision one mile from
city limits.
GATESBOROUGH CIRCLE
Brick and wood home with 3 large bedrooms and
VI baths. Home has gas heat also a fireplace, 9
closets and a great room 20'1(28'. This home has
Its own fire and burglar alarm *Item $73,500.
alistate
153-5646





List your residential, farm, com-
mercial and lak.! property with us.
Contact our fine, experienced sales
staff for quick action and courteous
service.
John C. Neubauer











Teach your dollars to multiply fast .. MI new six apart-
ment complex North of Murray. Capacity rented with
waiting list. Living room, dining, kitchen with all ap-
pliances, two bedrooms and bath in each apartment For
your tax shelter, the search ends here. Don't throw y
our
manes' away, invest it!
140 years of character is built into this unusual as well as
one of the oldest surviving homes in the Jackson -Pur-
chase area of Western Kentucky. This house is listed with
National Register of Historic Places qualified for National
grants. Enjoy true southern living in this country estate.
JUST
REDUCED
This beautiful 8 room home on Story has just
been reduced. It has 3 bedrooms, 1 baths, den,
central gas heat, central air, wall-to-wall carpet,
work room in back and a double paved drive Im-








II2-N. fith St. = Here is a 3 bedroOm home in area
of nice homes but zoned for business. 1L2 baths,
dining room, living room, kitchen, basement, 2
storys. Only $20,500.
The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS
159-1107
'HELPING PEOPLES OUR BUSINESS,'
EVENINGS
Marie Hicks 759-1056 Lou Ann Pbilpot 753-6843
Nelson Shroat 759-1716
Dave McGinnis 753-8538 Sam Harris 753-8061
New Listing Of The Week
GO COUNTRY — IN STYLE
New Listing in 'Northwest part of county. Neat 3
bedroom, B.V. newly decorated, thick carpeting,
lectric heat plus brand new air conditioner, on 1"r
acre large shady lot, fenced lot for horses, large
stock barn, plus 2 sheds. This Is A -Fantastic" Buy
at $37,900.
REA!. ESTATE





Warren Shropshire 753-8277 Audra Moody 753-9036
Reuben Moody 753-9036 B. 8. Hook 753-2387 




_ Choice location on comer lot. . .just across the
street from MSU Carrilius, is this like -n-ere.3-
bedroom home. Mint condition, plenty of storage
area, wood burning Bedford Stone fireplace, are




This "never been lived in" home must be seen in-
side and out to befully appreciated. The natural
wood setting,' .beamed ceilings, Frankliy
carpet.- lirte '
'MT= Maths, -3 lx:dFoiim—s7arl-e TIMITMITIAry





Three bedroom brick home with central heat and
air, lovely landscaped lawn, fenced backyard,
wooden deck and lots of other pleasant features
in this dream home. Just outside of city limits
and priced in the 30's.
KOPPERUD
REALTY
Ph. 753-1222 711 Main
Bill Rayburn 759-4900 Harry Patterson 492-8302
Geri Anderson 753-7932 George Gallagher 753-8129
Bill Kopperud 753-1222
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Pe MOS, located Southside Court Square
754555a Open Daily Monday Saturday
Geneve Giles See/ o.lis ea. „
757 6557 1)3 SOS Phone ,33-4.9i31
Member Maftvlittinq Serra and Murray Callowar Count, Board al teems
Tired of eoisy neighbors' Want to find a place to
get away frOftrit all? Then let us show you this
recently built frame home on Whiskey Ridge. It
sits on a one acre lot and has 2 BR's, 1 bath and a
half basement. It also features a Franklin
fireplace to add to the rustic atmosphere. If you
have a VA eligibility or Farmer Home • Com-
mitment, give us a call. This home should








I Arida McKinney 753-8576





father of Dr. Gary Brockway
of Murray, died Thursday at
four a.m. at a hospital in
Cooperstown, N. Y.
He was 79 years of age and
was a resident of Dunedin,
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Esther Brockway,
Dunedin, Fla.; one daughter,
Mrs. Paul Brocker, Aubui-n,
Calif.; two sons, Dr James
Brockway. Cooperstown, N.
Y • and Dr. Gary Brockway,
Murray.
, Funeral and burial services





eleven year old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lonnie Calhoun of
Farmington Route One, died
this morning at five o'clock at
St. Jude Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn.
The young boy is survived
by his parents and three
sisters, Mrs. Tim (Connie)
Scarbrough, Wahiawa,
Hawaii, Miss Mary Calhoun
and Mrs. Bob iFay Nance,
Farmington Route One.
The Max Churchill Funeral





The funeral for Mrs. Dovie
Rose Pittman of Almo Route
One is being held today at two
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. William T. Pritchett
officiating. • .
Serving as pallbearers are
Windsor Tripp, Chellyn
Rogers, William Burkeen,
Lynn Rogers, John Brittairi,
and Darrell Ramsey. Burial
__will follow in the Mt. Olive_
Cemetery.
Mrs. Pittman, age 69, died 
Wednesdayat 7:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by one
daughter. Mrs. Callie Suiter:
two sisters. Mrs. Flora Ntae
Brittain and Mrs. Laura
Wills; two brothers, Charlie
and - Robert Rose; (bur
grandchildren; seven great
grandchildren.
• Federal Sage Market News Service July
n 1121
.Rentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report heehaw 11 Buying Statham
Receipts: Act. MI Ent. fill Ihinrovis
Gilts ilk to AIM higher Sone Mee* to
We higher
L'S 1-2 266-13111m. 147.66-47.25
few "GM
US 1-3 31114111ba. 1116. 10-47.00
US 2-4 240-21611ba 445.26-46.30
US 3-4 2604111111o. 14430-16.311
Sows
US 1-2 770,151111k„, Nam
US 1-3 koo-rasik.  636.110-37.00
tZ 1-3 4.50-58116a. 1137.111-311.00
US 1-3 50646111111s. . . . swasarso
few $40.00
US 3-3 300410 lbs. $35.116-35.00
NM" $36.00-30.00
PROPERTY VALUATION WORKSHOP—Martha Barnett (seated left) 
and Celia Taylor,
deputy property valuation administrators in Calloway County, 
were among about 75
officials from 18 Kentucky counties who attended the recent 
4th annual Property
Valuation Administration Workshop at Murray State University. Shown wit
h them are'
Maurice Carpenter (left), state commissioner of revenue, and Dr. Rex F. Galloway,






The dark cloudy sky did not
dampen the spirit of the
crowd that assembled July 20,
1978, at Murray's New City
Park for th_,,e opening night of
Reginald rawrence's adap-
tation of Jesse Stuart's THE
THREAD THAT RUNS SO
-TRUE,
The community theater
players did not disappoint
their audience. They captured
the atomosphere of the one
room school. Richard
Valentine, director of the play,
ts-to be commended for his job
as casting and getting ,the
most from each player.
The park furnished an ex-
cellent setting for the play.
The tall trees and the first
Calloway Courthouse ,,,as
backdrop provide a setting
similar to the original
Lonesome Valley School.
The students' • desks, the
recitation bench, the teacher's
desk, .and • the water bench
were authentic or replicas like
those Stuart actually used. A
similar picture of George
Washington adorned -- every
school at that Utile. • -
The essence of the book was
captured by Reginald
Lawrence. Those familiar
with Stuart's "The Thread
that Runs So Tru" will note
some variations. However,
these do not detract from the
play. It is the moving story of
a rural teacher's fight to
provide students an education
in the eastern Kentucky
mountains.
The cast did an outstanding
job. Many laughs could be
heard throughout last night's
performance. The final ap-
plause-was long and loud.
Frank Gilliam was excellent
as Jesse Stuart. In about two
weeks, he not only memorized
many lines but captured Jesse
Stuart as a teacher. The quick
hand shake, the pride in being
a teacher, the smile, and the





















Model 2126 • Pianos
Sturdy & beautiful, aged
fruitwood, strikes a firm* WUrlitillf
note of history in th.e
*styling of this colonial QUALITY
piano, carefully appointed • 
Selectionwith authentic heritage
touches on-the music panel.- ,Price
20, 21, 22 proud instrument in both
R 1.356" Now $99885 
CLA YTON IS
/ea.« 11.400.,0•••••
Dixieland Center 1153-7575, Murray, Ky.
himself would have done
them.
Eloise Meyer capably
handled the part of Naomi
Deane Norris. There were
fleeting glimpses of her
relaxed when she was very
good. At times tenseness of
first night jitters kept her
from aptly -portraying the tall,
graceful Naomi Norris.
Rich Simon as Don Conway
gave an outstanding per-
formance. Bill Phillips as his
father John was excellent. Bill
Crittenden__ as Burt Eastham
and Jim- Reese as Guy
Hawkins were magnificent.
Reese's presentation of the
student who wanted to ruin
Mr. Stuart's -teaching career
before it began was superb.
Oneida „ Boyd, Mary
Outland,. Michelle Jarrett,
Gerry Reed, and Lori Jones
evoked audience laughter.
Everyone in the play can be
proud of a job Well done.
. The play was scheduled to
be performed at this time to
honor Jesse Stuart during his
stay here‘for the eighth Jesse
Stuart Creative Writing
Workshop- Illness has
prevented his being here to
enjoy his play. Jesse Stuart
has much affection for
Murray, Kentucky. He will be





Revival services hill start
Sunday. Jul;- 23, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Sinking Spi ing Baptist
Church with the Rev.
Raymond Boston, pastor of
the First Baptist Church,
Dyerburg, Tenn., as speaker.
Services will be held at two
p.m. and 7:30 p.m. starting
Monday and continuing
through Friday. July 28.
Directing the singing will be
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
as pianist and Mrs. Jim Neale
as_organist. The Atilt Choir
will operktre- ning service
by singing the revival theme
song, "Give Them All To
Jesus."
Also on,Sunday night Randy
.Walker will give a charcoal
drawing and Tommy Scott 
Williams will sing a solo. w i Chapel To
and children's church for ages
The nursery will be open Hold Bible School
two and three will be held each
evening.
The pastor, the Rev. Lawson
Williamson, invites the. public
to attend.
Sunday at the eleven a.m.
services the pastor will speak
with special music by the Classes
church choir who will sing
"Set My Soul Afire."
Lake Hall, deacon of the
week, will assist in the mor-
ning services.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m., Church Training will be
at 6:30 p.m., and the Ybutti
Choir will meet for rehearsal
at two p.m. and six p.m. on
Sunday. •
Nursery, workers will be
Mrs. Donna McMillen, Mrs.
Elizabeth r urches, and Mrs.
Mildred Harrison.
If you did not see, the
opening night performance,
make sure you sec the play
July 21, 22, 27, 28, or 29, 1978.
All performances begin at 8:06
P. M. unless it is pouring rain
at that time. Adults prices are
$2.50. Senior 'citizens and
children pay $1.50. Your
money will be -well spent on





The board of directors of the
Murray Country Club has
unanimously approved a
committee recommendation
to construction an addition to
the clubhouse. The approval
came at a special meeting of
the board this week. •
. 'The proposed addition will
be located on the northwest
corner of the present
clubhoUse and consist of 1,320
square feet. The addition will
be available to all family
members according to club
president, Red Howe, Jr.
Letters are being mailed to
all club members advising
them of a general mem-





The Murray High School
Band will meet for practice on
Tuesday, July 25. from seVen
to nine p.m. in the band room
of the school. •
Following the rehearsal a
used shirt sale for freshman
members will be held. One
parent of each freshman
should be present and the cost
will be $5.00 for shirts and
$2.00 for cummerbunds. '
At the same time at nine
p.m. on Tuesday. a hat sale for
all band members will be held
with the cost being $12.00




Church -of Christ will hold its
annual Vacation Bible School
starting Monday, July 24, and
continuing through Friday,
July 28.
for all ages will be
held from seven to 8:30 p.m,
each evening, according to a
church spokesman who invites
the public to attend.
Temple Hill Church To
Not Have Preaching
The Temple Hill United
Methodist Church will not hold
preaching services on Sunday,
July 23, according to the Rev.
A. H. Mcl.eod, church pastor.
Sunday School only will be
held at ten a.m. on Sunday
WATCH OUT:
fo. Corn-Austin• • ....
Final Clearance
Starting Monday
July 24 9:00 AM
Recognition Of Memorial Gifts Mt. Carmel Church
Planned, South Pleasant Grove Plans Homecoming
The Rev. Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr., will speak on the
subject, Believe in the Holy
Catholic Church and the
Communion of Saints,"
seventh in a series on The
Apostles' Creed, at the 10:45
. in, worship services on
Sunday. July 23, at the
Southern Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church. His
scripture will be from
Ephesians 4:1-6.
-Learning To Lean" will be
the special by the choir,
direqed by Mrs. L. D. Cook
with Mrs. Otto Erwin- as
organist and Tommy Gaines
a S pianist.
During the service the
,congregation will recognize
the memorial gifts of new
stained glass windows.
Plaques will be presented to
Mrs. E. Stark Erwin and
family for the two stained
glass windows in the front of
the church and the stained
glass over the door that have
been given by. family and
friends inmemory of Edward
Stark Erwin; and to Mrs. W.
Macon Erwin for the two
stained glass windows on the
side of the church that were
given by Mrs. Macon Erwin
and friends in memory of
William Macon Erwin. The
plaques wil hang in the foyer
of the church.
Carter
At the 6:30 p.m. evening
worship Dr. Mullins will speak
on "The Gospel According to
Christ's Enemies" with
scripture from John 10:14-20.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m.; administrative board
will meet at 4:30 p.m., Adult
and Children's Choir practice
will be at 5:30 p.m., and
United Methodist Youth




The Blood River Baptiit
Church will have its
homecoming on Sunday, July
23, with Sunday School at ten
a.m., and worship services at
eleven a.m.
The Rev. William Strong of
Mayfield, pastor of the
Calyary Baptist Church near
Coldwater, will bring the
homecoming message.
The pastor, the Rev. Jerry
Norsworthy, and the church
invite the public to attend. '
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 357.5
down 0.2.
Below 'dam 301.7-,4
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 357.6.
Below dam 305.5 down 0.5.
Sunset 8:13. Sunrise 5:53.




















The Mt. Carmel United
Methodist Church will hold its
annual homecoming on
Sunday, July 22, with the
pastor, the Rev. Jim Glas, to
speak at the eleven am.
services.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m., a basket dinner will be
served at noon, and singing
will be held in the afternoon.
The church is located off
Highway 299 north of Kirksey..
Stock Market
Prices of stock ef bag interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Those by Ara et Michigan.




















Anole lizards are quick color-
change artists that can go from
green to brown depending on
their mood, the light, moisture,
or temperature, according to
National Geographic.
• • • (Continued From Page One 
1
1980 Olympics in Moscow.
Earlier Thursday, Agriculture
Secretary Bob Berglund said Carter
had no intention of halting U.S. grain
sales to the Soviet Union to retaliate
against Moscow's human rights
policies.
The Wednesday trade announcement,
made with as little fanfare-as possible,
responded to congressional pressure to
maintain a hard line in the wake of the
latest Soviet crackdown on dissents
while doing as little damage as possible
to Carter's goal of negotiating a
Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty that
Can win Senate approval.
He said his own criticism of the Soviet
bloc's prosecution of not only such
dissidents as Anatoly Shcharansky and
Yuri Orlov, but also a Lithuanian and
two East Germans, was expressed "in
a very moderate way."
Moscow has called such criticism
interference in internal Soviet affairs,
and carter volunteered that "we cannot
interfere in the internal affairs of the
Soviet Union."
But he reminded Moscow that Soviet
officials voluntarily signed the Helsinki
agreement guaranteeing that the
principles of human rights would be ob-
served and said, he was concerned
about Russian efforts "to punish
dissidents for monitoring compliance
with the Helsinki agreements."
The president said he was "not
specifically" aware of any talks un-
derway to to free Shcharansky and




A variety of creative arts
workshops beginning July 24
and ending Aug. 11 will be
sponsored by the Murray
Parks and Recreation
Department.
The programs to be offered
will be creative dramatics,
basic drawing, arts and
crafts, and creative ex-
pression. The fee for each
class is $8 and registration is
now being held at the
department office.
Susan and Jim Teague,
instructors, said all classes
will meet at the new city-
county park near the old
courthouse. Projects from the
workshops will be exhibited








( AP) — The appointment of
John E. Dudd as director of the
Julius Hartt School of Music
has been announced by Donald
A. Matrran, director of the Uni-
versity of Hartford's Hartt Col-
lege of Music.'
Dudd comes from Ann Arbor,
Mich.
not a subject he felt he could discuss.
The president also avoided any
detailed discussion of the resignation
four hours earlier of Dr. Peter Bourne,
his adviser on drug abuse and medicine
who admitted writing a prescription for
a highly controlled drug, using a false
name for the aide receivinv it
Later, asked whether Bourne had
ever prescribed medicine for him, the
president said: "Dr. Bourne has never
given me any treatment of any kind." •
Scouts Leave For Camp
Six Boy Scouts from Murray left
today for Paducah where they will
leave Saturday at- four a.m. for
Philmont Scout Ranch near Cimarron,
New Mexico.
They are Don Alan Moseley, Mark
Austin; Paul Austin, C'hris Fazi, Jeff
Carruthers, -and David Honchul. They
will be accompanied by Dr. Clegg•.
Austin on the trip.
The Murray boys will meet a group at
Paducah to go by bus to Philmont Scout
Ranch. David Honchul is from Trwop 45
and the others are from Troop 77.
They will spend son* nights on the
road and will amve at Philmont on
July 2t. They will leave Philmont on
August Sand arrive back in Paducah on
the evening of August 7.
"(Al
Sears
Southside Shopping Center, Murray, Ky. Phone 753-2310
HOME APPLIANCE
BONUS SALE
, 7 DAYS ONLY-JULY 17 thru JULY 24
?Mail Tuesday, Wethesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Monday
GET A BONUS IN MERCHANDISE CERTIFICATES
WORTH $15, $25, or $35
ON A LATER SEARS CATALOG PURCHASE
With the purchase of a Sears home appliance selling
for $150 or more, you get a bonus in merchandise certificates
. that can be applied just like cash to a later Sears
catalog purchase of any kind of merchandise
15
$25
in Merchandise Certificates with the
Purchase of a Home Appliance selling for
in Merchandise Certificates with the
Purchase of a Home Appliance selling for --






ffer G:od Sears Catalog Sale Stores
Only t Offer Expires July 24, 1978
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